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The shape of flight
The shapes of things that fly have always been
determined by the materials they are made of.
Feathers form wings that are basically
alike for all birds—and membrane forms an
entirely different wing for insects. It takes
thousands of years, but nature improves its
materials and shapes, just as technology
improves the materials and shapes of aircraft.
But here, the improvements in materials are so
rapid that designs become obsolete almost as
soon as they are functional.
Today, our aeronautical designers and missile
experts work with types of materials that
didn't exist just a few short years ago.
Steels are probably the most important examples:
United States Steel has just
developed five new types of steel for the
missile program. They are called "exotic"
steels because they have the almost unbelievable
qualities necessary for unearthly flights.
The shape and the success of our space birds
depend on steel. If you would like to get facts
about the wide range of career possibilities
in the steel industry, write to United States Steel,
Personnel Division, Room 2316, 525 William
Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania.
USS is a registered trademark
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opportunities
in the
Petroleum Industry
with
Phillips
New brochure describes career
opportunities at Phillips
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY
Bartlesville, Oklahoma
This new booklet describes the un-
usually fine career opportunities at
Phillips Petroleum Company— a
growth leader among America's in-
tegrated oil companies. New projects
and expansion programs at Phillips
have created many attractive open-
ings for young men in practically
every phase of the petroleum industry.
At Phillips, the production of crude
oil, the refining and marketing of auto-
motive and aircraft fuels and lubri-
cants continue to grow. Phillips is also
in the forefront of the great boom in
petrochemicals, sparked by a constant
stream of new developments in syn-
thetic rubber, plastics, carbon black,
fertilizers and other chemical products
originating in Phillips research labs.
Less publicized Phillips projects in-
clude research, development and pro-
duction programs in atomic energy
... as well as uranium mining and
processing. Phillips is also the number
one producer-marketer of liquefied
petroleum gas in the nation.
Phillips Petroleum Company's pol-
icy of promotion and transfers from
within is creating opportunities for
young engineers and scientists who will
be the key men of tomorrow.
Write today to our Technical Man-
power Division for your copy of this
new brochure . . . and when the Phillips
representative visits your campus, be
sure to arrange for an interview
through your Placement Office.
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OPPORTUNITIES
DEPTH
Tlirdrnnah„utto1>, y„l.m,r,j,,l
cqiiipini'iit divcliipnl hi/ liniilix
, (III "underwater sound source" . It transmits sotind waves beneath the sea and is part of the research
liisiarch Laboratories Division for use in the Bendix program of undersea acoustics research.
Bendix, America's most diversified engineering organi-
zation, offers challenging job opportunities in every
area of man's scientific and engineering accomplish-
ment—under the sea, on land, in the air and in
outer space!
Take, for example, the urgent problem of defense
against enemy submarines. Bendix
—
pioneer in sonar
research development, and supplier of this equipment
to our government for many years—was selected to
develop new techniques to increase sonar capabilities.
Another important Bendix anti-submarine device is
"dunked" sonar, lowered from helicopter into the sea
to detect enemy submarines.
The spectacular "TV eye", which enabled the crew
of the nuclear-powered submarine "Skate" to observe
the underside of the Polar ice pack and locate areas
A thousand products
for safe surfacing, was likewise a Bendix development.
The real "depth" of job opportunities at Bendix can
best be measured by the many and diverse scientific
fields in which Bendix is engaged.
For example—career opportunities are available in
such fields as electronics, electromechanics, ultra-
sonics, computers, automation, radar, nucleonics,
combustion, air navigation, hydraulics, instrumenta-
tion, propulsion, metallurgy, communications, carbu-
retion, solid state physics, aerophysics and structures.
At Bendix there is truly OpportuuiUj in Depth for
outstanding young engineers and scientists. See your
placement director for information about campus
interview dates, or write to Director of University
and Scientific Relations, Bendix Aviation Corpora-
tion, 1108 Fisher Building, Detroit 2, Michigan.
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Shootingfor the moon
...and beyond
General Motors positions are now available in these fields for men
holding Bachelor's, Master's and Doctor's degrees: Mechanical Engineering
Electrical Engineering • Industrial Engineering • Metallurgical Engineering
Chemical Engineering • Aeronautical Engineering • Ceramic Engineering
Mathematics • Industrial Design • Physics • Chemistry • Engineering Mechanics
The High Capacity Static Inverter, latest
electronic achievement from General Motors,
proviiles exceptionally stabli- and precise
freqneney control for poner ami guidance
requirements of missiles and rockets.
The minds of inquiring scientists and
engineers are tlie spark that brings the
wonders of tomorrow to the threshold of
today. At General Motors the sky is the
limit for men who work in these and other
highly specialized fields.
If you're looking for a place to develop
your talent . . . and let your imagination
soar, consider the opportunities in science
and engineering at General Motors,
working on products such as electronic
components, automobiles, astronautics,
diesels, inertial guidance systems, air-
craft engines and equipment.
You can grow vertically and laterally
in your career at GM . . . vertically
through the Division where you work,
and laterally through the other Divisions
of the Corporation. In addition, GM
offers financial assistance to employees
who wish to enter or progress in post-
graduate studies.
Step into a job with a real future. See
your Placement Officer or write to
General Motors, Salaried Personnel
Placement, Personnel Staff, Detroit 2,
Michigan.
GENEli\L MOTORS
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• A missile's main engine runs only for a few
seconds. To supply electric and hydraulic power for
control during the entire flight a second power plant
is necessary. The AiResearch APU (accessory power
unit) which answers this problem is a compact, non
EXCITING FIELD
FOR GRADUATI
Diversity and strength in a company offer the
engineer a key opportunity, for with broad knowl-
edge and background your chances for responsibil-
ity and advancement are greater.
The Garrett Corporation, with its AiResearch
Divisions, is rich in experience and reputation. Its
diversification, which you will experience through
an orientation program lasting over a period of
months, allows you the best chance of finding your
most profitable area of interest.
Other major fields of interest include:
•Aircraft Flight and Electronic Systems— pioneer and
major supplier of centralized flight data systems
air-breathing, high speed turbine engine. The unit
pictured above develops 50 horsepower and weighs
30 pounds. The acknowledged leader in the field,
AiResearch has designed, developed and delivered
more accessory power units than any other source.
S OF INTEREST
E ENGINEERS
and also other electronic controls and instruments.
• Gas Turbine Engines — world's largest producer of
small gas turbine engines, with more than 8,500
delivered ranging from 30 to 850 horsepower.
•Environmental Control Systems — pioneer, leading
developer and supplier of aircraft and spacecraft air
conditioning and pressurization systems.
Should you be interested in a career with The
Garrett Corporation, see the magazine "The Garrett
Corporation and Career Opportunities" at your
College placement office. For further information
write to Mr. Gerald D. Bradley...
THE
AiResearch Manufacturing Division
Los Angeles 45, Calijornia
Systems, Packages and Components for: aircraft, missile, nuclear and industrial applications
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SANDIA LABORATORY RECRUITS WITH THE BELL SYSTEM
^r
Sandia Corporation is a laborato)
which was established in 1949 to
design atomic and nuclear weapons.
It now has over 7,000 people, of
whom 2,000 are professional staff,
at its $ti(),n00.00() laboratory in
Ibutiuorquf, iNew Mexico, and its
expanding branch laboratory in
Livermore, California.
If you are a graduating engineer
(mechanical, electrical, electronic,
industrial or quality control), or if
you are graduating in mathematics
or the physical sciences, Sandia has
an opportunity for you in one of
many fields. We do research, design
and development, test engineering,
standards engineering, manufactur-
ing relations engineering and quality
control engineering.
Our modern, well-equipped labora-
tories, model shops, and offices com-
bine w^ith liberal benefits—including
our graduate educational aid pro-
gram, life insurance, sickness
benefits, retirement plan, and gener-
ous vacations and holidays—to make
Sandia an exceptionally attractive
place to work.
Albuquerque (a city of more than
200,000) with its exceptional climate
and cosmopolitan blend of ancient
and modern cultures, provides a re-
laxed, informal environment for
pleasant living. The location of our
branch laboratory at Livermore
offers the advantages of suburban
living plus all the attractions of the
SaiLFranciscQ Bay area. . '^^j^j^^f"^^^
Our illustrated brochure will give/
you more complete information on
Sandia Corporation, its background,;'!^
work, and the cities ih which it ia ''
located. Write for your copy to Staff
Employment SeCtic
New
Horizons
FOR GRADUATING
ENGINEERS
AND SCIENTISTS
ORPC/l^ATION
VTi'^
This photograph depicts the viewfrom 10,800 feet above sea level at the crest of the Sandia Mountains,
looking westward across the Rio Grande Valley and the northern limits of the city of Albuquerque.
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Raytheon Gi;aduate Program
FOR STUDY AT HARVARD
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
AND CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
IN 1960-61
MASs.uHrsims imstitltic of TIU lL\OLUaY
The Raytheon Graduate Program has been established
to contribute to the technical development of scientists
and engineers at Raytheon. It provides the opportunity
to selected persons employed by Raytheon, who are
accepted as graduate students by Harvard University,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and California
Institute of Technology, to pursue at Raytheon's ex-
pense, regular courses of study leading to a master's
or doctor's degree in science or engineering in the institu-
tion of their choice.
The Program requires, in general, two or three semesters
of study, depending on circumstances, with the summer
months spent in the Company's research, engineering, or
manufacturing divisions. It includes full tuition, fees,
book allowances and a salary while at school. Students
are eligible for health, accident, retirement and life insur-
ance benefits, annual vacation and other privileges of
full-time Raytheon employees.
To be considered for the Program, applicants must have
a bachelor's degree in science or engineering, and should
have outstanding student records, show technical prom-
ise, and possess mature personal characteristics. They
may apply for admission to the Program in anticipation
of becoming employees of Raytheon.
YOU ARE INVITED TO ADDRESS YOUR INQUIRY
to Dr. Ivan A. Getting, Vice President, Engineering
and Research, outlining your technical background,
academic record, school preference, and field of interest,
prior to December 1, 1959.
RAYTHEON COMPANY, Waltham 54, Mass.
CALIFORNIA h\'^lin II OF TECHNOLOGY Excellence in Electronics RAYTHEON
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REVOLUTIONARY NEW MARS-LUMOGRAPH LEAD HOLDER!
RETAIL PRICE H^^i^ It's MARS-LUMOGRAPH quality!
It loads from the rear or from the front! H It has a lightweight plastic barrel!
It has the new super-knurled MARS finger grip!
It's simple and sturdy!
PRECISION QUALITY AT AN AMAZING PRICE!
See this handsome drafting instrument
at your College bookstore today H
J. S. STA E DT L E R. INC.
NEW JERSEY
THE TECHNOGRAPH
DOUGHNUTS YOU CAN'T DUNK
These bizarre-looking underpinnings have
taken a lot of the risk out of ticklish over-
water helicopter operations. Tough and
lightweight, they can be inflated in a few
seconds. They're made of neoprene-coated
nylon fabric.
This year nylon, product of Du Pont re-
search, is 20 years old. Since its discovery,
hundreds of new jobs have been created. To
improve it in the laboratory. To make it in
the plant. To find new uses. To advertise
it across the nation. To sell it in world
markets. These new jobs range from trainee
to administrator.
At Du Pont, our business is to discover
the undiscovered. We don't find a nylon
every year, but we come out with new prod-
ucts often exciting in their degree of im-
provement over the old. New plastics like
"Teflon"* fluorocarbon resins, new fin-
ishes like "Lucite"* acrylic automotive
finishes, new families of products like the
polvesters — '"Dacron"* polyester fiber,
"Mylar"* polyester fihn, "Cronar"'* poly-
ester film base.
How does all this affect you?
When you join Du Pont you and your
future are backed by research, and its prom-
ise of growth. Each year more jobs are cre-
ated, all the way to the top.
At the bottom rung of the technical grad-
uate's ladder, you are given an actual proj-
ect assignment almost at once and begin to
learn your job by doing it. All training is
personalized— tailored to your background
and interests. It permits periodic evalua-
tion of your performance. Our promotion
policies are based on the conviction that you
should work at the top of your ability. It
stands to reason, then, that the better your
training, the more rapid your rise is likely
to be . . . and the brighter your future.
If you would like to know more about
career opportunities where growth through
research has been ihe history and continues
as the objective, see your placement officer
for literature, or write E. I. du Pont de
Nemours & Co (Inc.), 2420 Nemours Build-
ing, Wilmington 98, Delaware.
* Registered Du Pont TrademarksWM
Better Things for Better Living . . . fhrough Chemistry
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LONG GERMANIUM DENDRITES, grown by a new technique developed In the Westinghouse
Solid State Physics Laboratory, are here inspected by Dr. A. I. Bennett, research
physicist.
The Solid State Lab helps you when
your idea needs a new semiconductor
The Solid State Physics Laboratory helps Westinghouse
engineers exploit the rich phenomena of the solid state.
Problems are solved in low temperature and semicon-
ductor physics, and magnetic and ferroelectric materials.
If an engineer's idea requires a new kind of sernicon-
ductor, this group may be able to develop it for him.
This laboratory is staffed by 27 Ph.D.'s, 4 M.S.'s,
and 7 B.S. junior engineers. Here's one way it ties in
with work at operating divisions:
The Air Arm Division is now developing super-
miniaturized electronic systems
Our Youngwood plant is designing the new devices
needed for these systems
The Solid State Physics Lab is perfecting a method
for growing the dendritic material needed to make
these devices
The young engineer at Westinghouse isn't expected to
know all of the answers. Our work is often too advanced
10
for that. Each man's work is backed up by specialists-
like the men in this Solid State Physics Lab. Even tough
problems are easier to solve with this kind of help.
If you've ambition and real abiUty, you can have a
rewarding career with Westinghouse. Our broad product
line, decentralized operations, and diversified technical
assistance provide hundreds of challenging opportunities
for talented engineers.
Want more information? Write to Mr. L. H. Noggle,
Westinghouse Educational Dept., Ardmore & Brinton
Roads, Pittsburgh 21, Pa.
you CAN BE SURE... IF ITS
^^^stinghouse
WATCH WESTINGHOUSE LUCILLE BALL-DESl ARNAZ SHOWS
CBS-TV FRIDAYS
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He's an
Allis-Chalmers
Engineer
He has confidence born of knowing where he's going and how he's
going to get there. The graduate training program at Allis-Chalmers
helped him decide on a specific career — and he had a choice of many.
He knows his future is bright because Allis-Chalmers serves the growth
industries of the world . .
.
produces the widest range of industrial
equipment. He is confident of success because he is following a suc-
cessful pattern set by Allis-Chalmers management.
Here is a partial list of the
unsurpassed variety of ca-
reer opportunities at Allis-
Chalmers:
Types of jobs
Research
Design
Developmeni
Manufoctufing
Application
Industries
Agriculture
Cement
Che
Construction
Electric Power
Nuclear Power
Paper
Petroleum
Steel
ALLIS-CHALMERS fftCl
Equipment
Steam Turbines
Hydraulic Turbines
Switchgeor
Transformers
Electronics
Reactors
Kilns
Crushers
Tractors
Earth Movers
Motors
Control
Pumps
Engines
Diesel
Fields
Metallurgy
Stress Analysis
Process Engineering
Mechanical Design
High Voltage Phenomena
Nucleonics
Electronics
Hydraulics
Insulation, Electrical
Thermodynamics
from GTC to "VIP"
The graduate training course
helps you decide on your "Very
Important Position," by giving
you up to two years of theoretical
and practical training. This course
has helped set the pattern of ex-
ecutive progress since 1904. For
details write to Allis-Chalmers,
Graduate Training Section, Mil-
waukee 1, Wisconsin.
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A RESUME IS A TWO-PARTY AFFAIR
Throughout your engineering career, the name
of the first employer appearing on your resume
can be as significant as your education. But, in
selecting that first employer, you should also
consider his resume.
ITT is the largest American-owned world-wide
electronic and telecommunication enterprise.
To give you an idea of the breadth of our
activity . . . there are 80 research and manu-
facturing units and 14 operating companies in
the ITT System playing a vital role in projects
of great national significance in electronics
and telecommunications research, development,
production, service and operation.
The scope and volume of work entrusted to us
by industry and the government opens a broad
range of highly diversified engineering and
technical positions in all areas of our work . . .
from tiny diodes to complex digital computer
systems and a massive network of global
communications.
In addition to the opportunities for work and
association with distinguished engineers and
scientists, our graduate education tuition re-
fund program encourages engineers to continue
their formal training . . . and the facilities
for graduate work near ITT locations are
superior.
This is an all too brief resume. It would be
hard to associate yourself with a company that
offers the engineer greater choice of assign-
ment. Write us about your interests— or see
our representatives when they visit your
campus.
INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION
67 Broad Street, New York 4, N. Y. TTl
FEDERAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION • INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION • ITT COMPONENTS
DIVISION • ITT FEDERAL DIVISION • ITT INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION • ITT LABORATORIES •
INTELEX SYSTEMS, INC. • INTERNATIONAL STANDARD ELECTRIC CORPORATION • ITT KELLOGG
DIVISION • ROYAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION • AMERICAN CABLE AND RADIO CORPORATION •
LABORATORIES AND MANUFACTURING PLANTS IN 20 FREE-WORLD COUNTRIES
12 THE TECHNOGRAPH
MOBIL OIL CO., MOBIL INTERNATIONAL OIL CO.
Divisions of SOCONY MOBIL OIL CO., INC.
AFFILIATED COMPANIES: General Petroleum Corp., Magnolia Petroleum Co.
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Examples of numerical systems reading clockwise
from bottom left: Babylonian Sexagesimal Sys-
tem, Mayan Vigesimal System, Chinese-Japanese
Numeral System, Egyptian Hieroglyphic System
undetermined Oniultipliers
Ideas never go begging at Sylvania. They are taken up in 22 laboratories and 45 plants, examined
rigorously and put to test. Should they fail, they fail for lack of merit and not from neglect. ^ >};
In our organization, a vast fund of ideas build up — ideas on electroluminescence, on information
theory and data transmission for space flight application, on the properties of matter that will extend
semiconductor device operational parameters, and tlie ultimate conductivity of alloys in supercold
environments. These are our undetermined multipliers — theories and methods which, when proved
and put to use, multiply man's capabilities and leisure. H^ H^ If you would work in this algebra
of human creativeness — in areas that may hold promise of fruition for future generations, as well
as in fields where goals are much nearer — if you would do this, focus on Sylvania, now embarking
on new programs of expansion enhanced by its recent merger with General Telephone Corporation.
Graduates at all degree levels in science & engineering
will discover Administration, Research, Development,
Manufacturing and Marketing careers at Sylvania in:
LIGHTING • RADIO • TELEVISION . HI-FI • ECM
• ELECTRONICS . SEMICONDUCTORS • PLASTICS
• PHOTOGRAPHY . AIRBORNE DEFENSE • RADAR
• COMMUNICATIONS & NAVIGATION SYSTEMS •
MISSILES . COMPUTERS « CHEMICALS • METALS
& WIRE . PHOSPHORS
LIGHTING . TELEVISION-RADIO • ELECTRONICS
Sylvania's laboratories and plants are situ-
ated in 13 states across the nation. Salaries are
excellent, benefits are intelligently broad and
include wide opportunity for advanced schooling.
To learn more about these opportunities, see
your College Placement Officer or write us for a
copy of "Today & Tomorrow with Sylvania."
^SYLVANIA
Subsidiary of ('ceneraT)
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS \*S*7
730 Third Avenue -New York 17. N. Y.
PHOTOGRAPHY • CHEMISTRY . METALLURGY
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Since its inception nearly 23 years ago,
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory has given
the free world its first tactical guided mis-
sile system, its first earth satellite, and
its first lunar probe.
In the future, underthe direction of the
National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration, pioneering on the space fron-
YOUR TASK FOR THE FUTURE
tier will advance at an accelerated rate.
The preliminary instrument explora-
tions that have already been made only
seem to define how much there is yet
to be learned. During the next few years,
payloads will become larger, trajectories
will become more precise, and distances
covered will become greater. Inspections
will be made of the moon and the plan-
ets and of the vast distances of Inter-
planetary space; hard and soft landings
will be made in preparation for the time
when man at last sets foot on new worlds.
In this program, the task of JPL Is to
gather new information for a better un-
derstanding of the World and Universe.
"We do these ibings because of the unquenchable curiosity of
Man, The scientist is continually asking himself questions and
then setting out to find the answers. In the course of getting
these answers, he has provided practical benefits to man that
have sometimes surprised even the scientist.
"Who can tell what we will find when we get to the planets ?
Who at this present time,
to man exisi in this enterpn
racy what we will find as v
first with instruments, then
on predict what potential benefits
e ? No one con say with any occu-
? fly farther away from the earth,
vith man. It seems to me that we
are obligated to do these things, as human beings^
DR. W. H. PICKERING, Dii dor, JPL
CALIFORMIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
A Research Facility opcralecJ for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
Employment opportunities for Engineers and Scientists interested in basic and applied research in these fields:
INFRA-RED • OPTICS • MICROWAVE • SERVOMECHANISMS • COMPUTERS • LIQUID AND SOLID PROPULSION • ENGINEERING MECHANICS
STRUCTURES • CHEMISTRY • INSTRUMENTATION • MATHEMATICS AND SOLID STATE PHYSICS
Send professional resume for our immediate consideration. Interviews may be arranged on Campus or at the Laboratory.
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Rene Descartes... on tne li^nt of reason
Hence we must believe that all the sciences are
so interconnected, that it is much easier to study
them all together than to isolate one from all the
others. Therefore, if anyone wishes to search out
the truth of things in earnest, he should not select
any one special science ; for all the sciences are con-
joined with each other and interdependent: let
him think only about how to increase the natural
light of reason, not in order to solve this or that
difficulty of a scholastic nature, but that his under-
standing may direct his will to its proper choice in
every contingency of life.
-— Rcgu/fp ad Direclionem Ingenii, 1629
THE RAND CORPORATION, SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA
A nonprofit organization engaged in research on problems related to national security and the public interest
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From the Editor's Desk
Take It From Click . .
.
Picture Prof. Glick buried amid a maze of wiring and expensive equipment. He has a
stack of notes and data sheets, a two-day growth of beard, and a budget of $200 thousand for
his research project.
Halfway through one of the most intricate steps of procedure in synchronizing his ap-
paratus, Glick is tapped on the shoulder by a little guy with horn-rimmed glasses and a note-
book. Glick jumps in surprise and his setting is lost. At least an hour has been wasted. Hold-
ing his temper as best he can, Glick gently removes the villian from the premises.
A week later the episode is forgotten; however, the repercussions have not yet begun.
It isn't until a year later that Glick gets his come-upponce. His budget for research is cut to such
a figure that little work con be done and his project is terminated.
With a certainty that the gods are against him, he goes to his director and discovers
that the budget was cut due to a lack of sponsors.
This little episode could go on, however, it would be best to stop and go back a way.
Remember the little guy, with the glasses and the sneaky way about him? He was an engineer-
ing writer and it was his job to publicize Glick's project. Although his method of approach was
not the best, his purpose was, for with publicity, funds can be acquired for further projects. Why
is he necessary? Because most people in research are too busy in their lab to take time to tell
others about their work.
While this provides a livelihood for engineers who ghost-write, it speaks poorly for those
who do the actual research. For the man with the clearest knowledge of a specific project is the
research director himself. If he would not limit himself to the lab alone but include the field of
writing, his reports as well as publicity releases would be of wider scope and interest.
All this centers around one point. Being an engineer or scientist does not exempt an indi-
vidual from the necessity of expressing himself in written form. We may joke all we like about
Advanced Remedial Writing for Experts, (Rhetoric 200); however, in the final analysis the pen
and the typewriter must be used to complement the slide rule.
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HELICOPTER
CONTROL
By Edward Rollo
Tlu' purpose of tin's report is to ex-
plain, in a basic and general way, the
accomplishment of successful helicopter
flight. Hy successful flight is meant the
unlimited ability of the helicopter to
maneuver under ail practical flight re-
quirements. This must, of course, lead
to an explanation of the physical con-
trol methods in the three planes of mo-
rion, and to an explanation of how the
prime nio\er, the rotor, is controlled to
accomplish stable motion in these di-
rections. Since the aerodynamics and
mathematics of rotor blade theory are
rather complicated, it is the purpose of
this report to present this material in a
manner readily \uiderstandable to the
layman. The proper references for those
interesteii in a more detailed anahsis are
included in the reference section.
The general requirements of a heli-
copter are much the same as in con-
ventional aircraft. This is, it nuist be
able to produce thrust and lift and con-
trol these forces in six directions. The
operator must be able to control the
helicopter in a vertical, directional, lat-
eral, and longitudinal maneuver along
with combinations of these.
Vertical control or lift control is
probably the easiest to accomplish since
this can be obtained by throttle adiust-
ments and pitch movements of the rotor
blade much the same as thrust is con-
trolled in a conventional aircraft pro-
peller. Since the rotor blades are air-
foils much the same as a conventional
wing increasing the pitch is merely in-
creasing the angle of attack of the blade
which in turn increases the lift of the
blade. Coupled with this increase or de-
crease in pitch there must be a propor-
tional increase or decrease in rotor rpm.
The increased angle of attack of the
blades causes greater blade resistance
tending to reduce the rpm thereb\ hold-
ing the lift force constant. (See Fig. 1.)
Vertical control immediately intro-
duces directional control. The turning
rotor, which is rather large in compari-
son to the fuselage, creates a large
torque on the drive shaft. This is in
turn transmitted to the fuselage in a
manner tending to rotate the whole
fuselage in a direction opposite that of
the rotation of the rotor. (See Fig. II.)
This is in accordance with Newton's
third law of motion, which states "for
every action there is an equal and op-
posite reaction." Several methods of con-
trol have been developed, and four of
medium pitcii the fu.selage remains sta-
tionary', and in high pitch the fuselage
turns in the direction of the rotor. This
is similar to the yawing condition in
conventional winged aircraft. See Fig.
IV^. ) The anti-torque tail rotor coidd
be operated independently of the main
Figure I. As the angle of attack increases, the drag increases tending to
slow down the rotor. Therefore, additional power must be applied to pro-
duce constant rpm and increase lift.
the most common are as follows : ( 1 )
mounting two counter-rotating rotors
on the same axis (coaxial), (2) install-
ing a vane in the slipstream, (3) tan-
dem-type double mounting with coun-
ter-rotating rotors, and (4) the anti-
torque rotor. These are all illustrated ui
Fig. III.
By far the most common method, par-
ticularly on small helicopters, is to
rotor, but the simplest method is to
drive it through a power take-off in the
transmission of the main rotor at some
fixed ratio of speed to the main rotor.
In order to complete the picture of
directional control, it must be pointed
out that although the tail rotor counter-
acts the torque of the main rotor, it also
produces an unbalaced thrust force,
which in turn is ofifset by a slight tilt of
Figure II
mount a small rotating anti-torque pro-
peller perpendicular to the plane of the
rotor, at a given distance from the cen-
ter of gravity, and precalculated to
cause a moment equalizing the rotor
torque. Directional control is then
achieved by varying the tail propeller
pitch. In low pitch the tail swings as if
there were no counteracting moment, in
the main rotor. (See Fig. V.)
Rotor tilt on a small single-rotor type
helicopter is necessary for lateral con-
trol and this motion is similar to the roll-
ing condition on conventional winged
aircraft. On a side-by-side type heli-
copter the thrust of either or both rotors
can be adjusted to produce a pure mo-
ment in a lateral direction, (See Fig.
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VI.) wliere as on a si njjlc- rotor t\ pr
helicopter both a moment and side force
are produced. This side force is not
necessarily a hindrance since wfneralh'
a lateral motion or roll proceeds motion
intended in the direction of roll.
Lonjiitudinal control is similar to
pitch control in the conventional winged
aircraft and is attained much the same
way as lateral control. Fig. VII illus-
trates several methods of longitudinal
control for tandem-and single-rotor heli-
copters. In (a) either the thrust of each
stick. \i\ the direction he wishes to go
and the main rotor tilts in that direc-
tion. Rudder pedals are also provided in
a helicopter for directional control. The
pilot pushes the right pedal to go right
and the left pedal to turn left. Pushing
of the pedals increases and decreases the
pitch of the anti-torque rotor, thereby
allowing the helicopter to swing in the
direction desired. The pitch le\er or
thrust control lever is operated by one
hand while the control stick is operated
b\- the other. Moving the pitch control
Figure III
rotor is adjusted or the rotors are tilted.
In (b) rotor pitch is periodically in-
creased at some part of the rotor path
to create greater lift on one side of the
rotor than the other. In (c) rotor tilt
is the main control mechanism. In (d)
the anti-torque rotor produces the pitch-
ing moment. In (e) a combination of
Figure IV
rotor thrust and offset flopping hinges
jiroduce longitudinal control.
The ability to control the helicopter
in each of the previous discussed
maneuvers and directions must be put
in the pilot's hands through some sort
of control mechanism. A relatively sim-
ple illustration of the control mechan-
ism linking the pilot and the helicopter
is shown in Fig. VIII. The most coor-
dinating and effective method of control
is that found in a conventional aircraft,
and for this reason they are adapted as
closely as possible in a helicopter. As
in a conventional aircraft, the control
stick is located in front of the pilot and
is used to control lateral and longitudin-
al motion. Tile pilot merely pushes the
up or down changes the pitch of the
rotor blade, and upward motion of the
stick produces increased lift and \ertical
ascent, whereas pushing the pitch con-
trol stick down produces decreased lift
or vertical descent. A throttle coiitrol
mechanism is located near the pitch con-
trol lever or is mounted on the pitch
lever and is controlled by twisting the
grip much the same as a motorcycle
throttle control. In some helicopters the
pilot merely controls either the pitch or
the throttle and the other control is
automatically adjusted for by rotor
governors in order to maintain constant
rotor speed.
In order to make the helicopter go
in the direction desired, a force must
somehow be produced in that direction.
(On other \ehicles of motion such as the
airplane, automobile, and the boat, a
way is provided by having a propeller
in that direction, friction transmitting
force in the desired direction, or ;igain a
propeller transmitting force in the di-
rection desired. The famous "Juan De
La Cierva" autogyro produced thrust
in a forward direction with a separate
propeller and engine provided for this
function alone. But under these condi-
tions, the aircraft becomes bulky and
impractical in view of the competition
from winged airciaft.
In a helicopter, in order to keep it
,is light and as simple as possible, a di-
rectional force must somehow be ac-
quired from the lifting rotor. The best
way to accomplish this is to tilt the path
of the rotor blade tips (referred to
hereafter as tip-path plane) and acquire
a component of the thrust in the direc-
tion it is wished to go (See Fig. IX.)
This invohes the controlling of ini^een
forces and moments and leads to an
explanation of how the rotor itself is
controlled.
Ill order that the helicopter be stable
under all flying conditions and ma-
neuvers, the rotor must be a very ver-
satile piece of equipment and must be
able to compensate for changing con-
ditions. It must be controllable when
tilted, in a cro.ss wind, in forward flight,
etc. Por this reason the first thing to be
controlled is the lift of the individual
blades themselves. An example is as fol-
lows: suppose the rotor is operating at
some counter clockwise constant speed
and it is wished to go forward. Assume
that so far no adequate way has been
provided to do this, and the rotor and
shaft must be tipped together. When
the rotor is tipped forward from the
pilot's .seat, the blades coming into the
left side have an increasing angle of
attack and the blades on the right have
a decreasing angle of attack. This causes
a force greater on the left than on the
right tending to roll the craft over.
This effect is also present in a cross
wind where the blades approaching head
on into the wind have greater lift than
those retreating with the wind, and this
same effect is also very noticeable in
forward flight.
There are two basic w.iys to oxer-
come this effect and allow control of the
rotor. These were both mentioned ear-
lier when lateral and longitudinal con-
trol were discussed. One wa>' is to be
able to periodically control the pitch
of the blades and the other is to allow
the blades to flap. Both methods have
been adequateh' de\eloped, but by far
the more common method is to hinue the
Figure V
bl.i.lcs either at the shaft Inib or .it
some short distance from the hub and
allow them to flap. A hinged blade in
rotation is in balance by the action of
the centrifugal force and the lift of the
blade. Since the blade is hinged ( no
moments can be transferred through a
hinge) unequal lift forces cannot be
transmitted to the helicopter body itself.
This therefore eliminates the rolling
effect due to tilting and wind conditions.
((Jon/iniiiv! nn Ptuic 41)
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By Dru Simms
Lane switched the railio-transmitter
buttoii oft.
"Still no sound," he said to Clark,
the other half of the rocket's crew. They
exchanged grim looks.
A landing without contact with an
earth base would be almost impossible.
It seemed ironical that after their year
i)f orbit around that now-far-distant
dog-star, Sirius. the\ should come so
close and yet fail.
Lane's thoughts turned to Clail, his
girl—a year ago. He wondered if he
woidd ever see her again. Or, if they
did make if down, woidd she be wait-
ing'
,
As it was planned, their trip—the
first into another galaxy—was to have
lasted six months. But, as they ap-
proached Sirius, something went hay-
wire. All their instruments jammed.
Their velocity meter registered the un-
believable speed of 03,(HH) miles per sec-
ond, one-half the speed of light. At first
they panicked but everything went
smoothly. Time seemed to stand still.
And since there was so much to be ob-
served at this frontier of speed and
space, they decided to extend their or-
bital journey to a \ear. There was no
fuel problem as their sleek ship was
powereil by an inexhaustible source
—
nuclear power.
And now, back in the earth's atmos-
phere, every instrument was functioning
properly except the radio.
They went through the deceleration
process mechanically, knowing it was
probably hopeless. Lane was again let-
ting his mind wander to Gail when he
heard a sputtering from the radio.
"Earth base Number Sixty to un-
known rocket, altitude 81 miles, speed
25,110 mph. Please identify yourself.
Over."
Lane looked at Clark, and grinned.
They explained their situation as brief-
ly as possible, then requested landing
instructions. The earth-bound radiomen
seemed confused but, after placing sev-
eral calls, agreed to wait for further
explanation until the ship landed.
Ten minutes before their scheduled
landing, with their speed down to 4,S(K)
miles per hour, everything was going
well. From there on in it was routine.
A huge crowd was gathered by the
time the tuo men crawled out of the
hatch. Standing a little apart were sev-
eral men in uniform, all strangers to
Lane, and . . .
"Gail!" He ran toward her, but stop-
ped short when she extended a hand
and said politely,
"^L. Roth! You look exactly like
the pictures. You haven't aged a bit!
Congratulations on making quite a stu-
pendous space voyage'"
Lane looked at her blankly.
"Gail . . ." He began again.
"Mr. Roth, are you all right? I'm
not Gail." She laughed lightly, "Lm
sorry. Of course, you wouldn't know.
I'm Jane, Jane Williams, Gail's daugh-
ter."
The impact of the words staggered
Lane a step backwards.
"Daughter!" He echoed the word.
A frown puckered the girl's hiow
and she looked at him intently.
"^L-. Roth, how long do you think
\()u've been up there in space?"
Lane looked up at the sky, then back
at the girl. His answer came hesitating-
ly.
"One year." He straightened his
shoulders. "How long . . .?"
She answered his unfinished question.
"Twentv-three vears."
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PRINTED CIRCUIT
TECHNIQUES
Introduction
Ihcic is :i L'onuniiji myth among
many technicians anil some engineers
that printed circuits are nothing but a
weh ot troubles hoKling components to-
gether. This is the result of coming in
contact only with the problems and
never with the processes. There have
been considerable discussions between
major electronic companies regarding
the merits ot printed circuit techniques.
The contro\ersy regards the problems
encountered in servicing printed circuits
after manufacture. I was recenth' in-
volved in the production of a telephone
nudtiplex equipment system which used
printed circuits throughout. When test-
ting and trouble shooting this system,
which in\'olved the use of over 1,000
printeil circuit boards, I failed to find
that 1 could agree with many of the
'omplaints about servicing. For exam-
ple, I foiuid it much easier to check
M)lder connections on the surface of a
board rather than dig through a maze
i)t wires, circuit tracing was obvious
loUowing conductors on the board, com-
ponents w-ere not hidden or hanging in
air between ternu'nal strips waiting to
shake loose. In order to dispel this myth
<^
i
By Irvin McKittrick
of troubles, let us look at some of the
significant advantages of printed circuits
and how the.se circuits are produced.
Engineering faces circuit problems in
certain areas which no other system but
the printed techniques can ,^olve. How
else can we reduce the size and weight
of missile, satellite, and space-vehicle as-
semblies? What other system allows us
e\'en to approach the automatic assem-
bly of equipment into rejilaceable units?
What a Printed Circuit is
These are some of the far-reaching
possibilities of printed circuits, which re-
place conventional hand-soldered wiring
with condLicting strips of copper bonded
to a Hat sheet of insulating base ma-
terial, with conductors on one side and
components mounted on the other. Actu-
ally the conductors are obtained by
etching or eating away undesired sec-
tions of a foil coating which originally
covered the board. Although silver and
ahiminum foils might be useable from
a conductivity standpoint, copper is
move readily available, lower in cost,
and easier to solder. The component
leads are passed through hole-; in the
hoard and ;ire all sohlercd .it once b\
lightly dippling the conductor surface
of the board into molten solder.
The term "printed circuit" is some-
times u.sed to include both components
and conductors, whereas printed wiring
applies to conductors only. In this article
it refers primarily to the wiring, with
which components such as resistors,
coils, ami capacitors are connected. Once
we have decided to design a given elec-
tronic circuit for printed production, the
requirements for the circuit must be
consiilered. Information on environmen-
tal conditions in which the unit will
operate, maintenance requirements, and
physical size of the equipment must be
considered. Knowledge of these condi-
tions will define design req\iirenients.
Methods of Manufacture
There are two general systems of
producing printed circiutry today. One
adds metal to an insulated base, and
the other removes a portion of a thin
metal layer which has been bonded to
the base. Current methods of the first
system are vacuum processing, chemical
deposition, die stamping, or molding.
.All of these additive methods require
a considerable set-up cost and are ad-
(3)
FIGURE 1
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\antageous for particular applications to
circuit problems. The removal, or sub-
tractive process, is accomplished b\' etch-
ing; unwanted material in an acid bath.
The etched circuit is probably the most
widely used form of printed wiring
today. The circuit process is flexible, re-
liable, and easily produced, with new
techniques adding to its present popular-
ity. In order to produce an etched cir-
cuit board, three basic problems must
be considered: circuit design, base ma-
terial selection, and process selection.
Circuit Design
First, the circuit must be designed for
printed conductors. Since every printed
circuit board is different in all electri-
cal and mechanical problems, a stead-
fast rule of layout cannot be given. For
example, compare a board which is to
be used in aircraft systems subject to
vibration, temperature, and pressure
clianges with a stationary computer ap-
plication which is temperature and hu-
midity controlled. Therefore, each board
must be designed to meet the particular
requirements of the circuit involved.
From the schematic diagram of the cir-
cuit, the components must be laid out on
the board. Rather than actual compo-
nents, plastic replicas of standard com-
ponents are used.
Various arrangements of circuit com-
ponents are then tried until the desired
comiections can be made with the mini-
mum of crossed leads. This is largely a
trial and error process, and each circuit
design will pose new problems in cross-
oxer minimization. Ordinarily, cross
over of conductors is necessary to pro-
duce the desired circvn't. Sometimes this
can be accomplished by using compo-
nents, otherwise a wire strap is used on
the component side of the board to make
the necessary connections. The layout
is done on tracing paper which is placed
over an expanded underlay grid pattern
of ten squares to the inch. This pattern
may originally be two to seven times
oversized, and is later reduced by pho-
tographic means. To allow uniform lay-
out and a board which can be assem-
bled by automatic machinery, all com-
ponent mounting holes, except clustered
ones such as tube sockets, are placed to
fall on intersections of the grid pattern.
The use of slotted or oblong holes for
component or hardware moimting should
be avoided if possible to reduce die cost.
Xon-circular holes can be used, but
where there is a choice, cost considera-
tions point toward round holes.
After the hole layout is decided upon
and connections are sketched in, exter-
nal circuit connections such as ground-
ing systems and shielding can be added.
A complete ground system is neces-
sary, since the usual metal chassis which
often serves as a common ground has
been eliminated. The ground system
connecting such hardware as tube sock-
ets and shields, also serves as shielding
between conductors to reduce stra\- pick-
up.
^
Conductor width and spacing are de-
pendent on current loads and break-
down voltage respectively. A 1/16"
spacing, usually considered a minimum,
is necessary for a SOOV DC working
level.
Figure ( 1 ) shows some of the layout
principles which are used. When mak-
ing 90° turns, the conductor should fol-
low a smooth curve as in (A) to re-
duce the possibility of conductor damage
in handling and provide a smoother
solder flow path during soldering. The
terminal connection or "land" need not
be completed if spacing requirements
are critical, as shown in the same figure.
If a large area of shielding is required
as in (B), a bar grid technique should
he used to prevent blisteriiv: of copper
during soldering.
cal strength plus e.xxellent moisture and
insulation qualities. The Teflon glass
grade is excellent electrically but very
expensive ; it is used primarily in low-
loss microwave applications.
Along with the electrical character-
istics of these base materials, we must
consider the demands of fabrication. Be-
fore final assembly, the board may have
to be pierced, drilled, milled, routed,
or sheared. The majority of the [ihe-
nolic-base laminates are hot-punching
materials, which means that the ma-
terial must be raised above room tem-
perature in order to be punched or
sheared without cracking or chipping.
Some cold-punch phenolics are avail-
able, but they are more susceptible to
heat and sometimes warp under dip sol-
dering. The glass-base materials nresent
less of a problem in fabrication, in that
they do not easil\- chip or crack, but are
abrasi\e and cause higher tool wear
than the phenolic-base materials. The
TABLE 1
\E]VIA
Grade
COPPER CLAD LAMINATE
SCREENED
ETCHED
INK REMOVED
,
H B
, INK
I I INSULATED BASE
CONDUCTOR
FIGURE 2
set piintinj: procedure can he used wirli
considerable economy. The large gap be-
tween the short run and full-scale pro-
duction techniques is filled by the silk
screen process. This will be explained in
detail, as it covers the widest range of
1
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The Scientist as a Person
By Samuel Lenher
Editor's \'()t(: Mr. Liiilur is via-
l>nsidcnt and director of E. I. diiFont
dr S^c/iiours and (^o/iipiiny.
The attention of the public recentl)'
has been directed, in an unusual degree,
toward the American scientist. The
launching of a Russian sputnik ahead
of our own satellite has raised a ques-
tion whether the Ignited States may lag
beliind the Communists in research and
technology. This in turn has led to an
examination of our educational system,
and w^e find issues in the political arena
which previously had only been debated
within the cloisters, relatively speaking,
of education and industry.
Those of us who for some years have
been occupied with the theme of this
conference — research administration
—
have participated in an intensive search
for an answer to the question of what
kind of person, and what kind of train-
ing, will make a good scientist. It seems
to me the time has come, now that the
spotlight of public and political atten-
tion has been focused upon research, to
reverse the field and examine what the
scientist is like as a person.
The reason 1 think this nught be
timely is perfectly simple. We have con-
siderable reason—for the most part em-
pirical, it is true—to believe there is
widespread misunderstanding of the sci-
entist as a person. As a former chemist
now engaged in management responsi-
bilities, I of course recognize there is
no litmus test to disclose exact shades
of public opinion, nor have any scales
been devised to weigh precisely what
may be burdening the human mind. The
evidence, however, of public confusion
over the true nature of the scientist
seems to me sulTlciently strong to con-
vince an average American jury, and
that is enough to be alarming. I would
like to cite some of this evidence.
In our modern society, the newspaper
or magazine cartoon frequently is a re-
vealing indication of what many Ameri-
cans may be thinking. A popular maga-
zine which has one of the largest nation-
al circulations published a cartoon a few
weeks ago which is to the point. It por-
trayed a cocktail party with two guests
in the foreground. The feminine guest
was a type all too frequently encount-
ered at such an occasion. Obviously
she had just been introduced to a be-
wildered-looking individual with a mus-
tache and goatee, a bald head wifli Mow-
ing locks below the neckline, wearing
a string bow tie and wing collar, as well
as a pince-nez. The lady was saying,
"Oh, you're a scientist. I've always
vcanted to meet a genuine fathead."
Of course no one but a cartoon char-
acter would mistake an egghead for a
fathead. But more seriously, a widely
published article by a top writer for the
Associated Press reports that "in the
potboilers of movies and television, the
basic research scientist almost invari-
ably is: single-tracked, unworldly, mis-
understood, ridiculed by everyone (ex-
cept his faithful, tiptoeing wife who
keeps tiying to get him to eat a sand-
wich), self-sacrificing, a dedicated saint
who was born with a vision only he can
see, suffers hell pm'suing it and—Eure-
ka!—in the last two reels finally finds
a cure for the monstrous plague, just
when he was down to his last two test
tubes."
Now I should add, of course, that the
Associated Press did its commendable
best to dispel such an impression of
the scientist by giving the facts about
a living, breathing, and intensely human
and likeable research chemist at Yale
l'niversit\-. Nevertheless, the fact that
this great news vcrvice saw reader inter-
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est ill MH'li ;i >t(ir\ Iciuls cc)n>iilfrahlc
wfiglit ti) tui) ai.;i(lc'iiiic suivt-ys whicli
indicate tlu' public's image of the scien-
tist, especially among young people, is
alariningl\' distorted.
.-\ poll ot high school students by
I'urdue L'niversit\- in I'^'^h found that
14 per cent thought there was some-
thing evil about scientists; IQ per cent
said scientists are more likely than other
people to be mentally ill ; 20 per cent
thoiight scientists h;i\c little regard for
humanity; .?4 per cent believed scien-
tists cannot have a normal family life;
.?8 per cent thought scientists are will-
ing to sacrifice the welfare of others to
further their own interests; and 78 per
cent felt science had its place but there
are many thiiiijs which can never be
understood by the human mind.
No doubt man\ of you are also fa-
miliar with the stud\' coiiducteil bv I^rs.
Margaret Mead and Rhola Metra\i\
for the American Association for the
.Advancement of Science, entitled "The
Image of the Scientist .Among High
School Students." Here students in more
than 120 high schools were asked to
write essays on what they thought about
science and scientists. Out of this came
what the authors described as tliree
images—the shared, the positive, and
the negative. If only the first two had
emerged, there would be no necessity
for niy discussion, but Drs. Alead and
Metrau.v concluded that "this image in
all its aspects, the shared, the positive,
and the negative, is one which is likely
to invoke a negative attitude as far as
personal career or marriage choice is
concerned."
As might be expected, there have been
challenges to the validity of this con-
clusion. I have neither desire nor com-
petence to enter that controversy, but
1 do feel very strongly that the nega-
tive image, and the extent to which it
discourages young people from seeking
scientific careers, is of very serious con-
cern to all of us. and indeed, to the
future welfare of the United States.
It may be true, as some authorities
maintain, that our national problem to-
day is not a shortage of scientists and
engineers, but a lack of sufficiently good
scientists and engineers. While this too
may be debatable, there can be no argu-
ment that if we are to have true na-
tional security, and if we are to main-
tain and improve our standard of living
in the face of population growth, de-
pletion of natural resources, and indus-
trialization of countries which hitherto
have been agrarian, our technological
progress will require a vast increase in
the number of technically trained peo-
ple in the generations just ahead. Kqual-
h important is the development of a
wholesome popular attitude toward sci-
ence and scientists.
For this reason, I think it is import-
ant til HHitc the iu-gati\e unage which
Drs. .\Ieail and .Metraiix tcel uill dis-
courage young men and uomen from
entering science. ;uul 1 quote it in full:
"The scientist is a brain. He spends
his days indoors, sitting in a laboratory,
pouring things from one test tube into
another. His work is um'nteresting, dull,
monotonous, tedious, time consuming,
and though he works for years, he may
see no results or may fail, and he is
likel\ to receive neither adequate re-
compense nor recognition. He may live
in ;i cold-water H.it ; lu's laboratory may
be ding\.
"If he woiks b\ himself, he is alone
and has heavy expenses. If he works
for a big company, he has to do as he
is told, anil his discoveries must be
turned n\cr to the company and may
not be used ; he is just a cog in a ma-
chine. If he works for the government,
he has to keep dangerous secrets ; he is
endangered by what he does and by
constant surveillance and by continual
iinestigations. If he loses touch with
people, he may lose the public's confi-
dence—as did Oppenheimer. If he works
for mone\' or self-glory, he may take
credit for the work of others—as some
tried to do to Salk. He may e\en sell
secrets to the enemy.
"His work may he dangerous. Chemi-
cals may explode. He may be hurt by
radiation, or may die. If he does medi-
cal research, he may bring home di.sease,
or may u.se himself as a guinea pig, or
may even accidentally kill someone.
"He may not believe in (lod, or may
lose his religion. His belief that man is
descended from animals is disgusting.
"He is a brain; he is so involved in
his work that he doesn't know what is
going on in the world. He has no other
interests and neglects his body for his
mind. He can only talk, eat, breathe
;ind sleep science.
"He neglects his familv
—
pa\s no at-
tention to his wife, never plays with
his children. He has no social life, no
other intellectual interest, no hobbies or
relaxations. He bores his wife, his chil-
dren and their friends—for he has no
friends of his own or knows only other
scientists—with incessant talk that no
one can understand ; or el.se he pays no
attention or has secrets he cannot share.
He is never home. He is always read-
ing a book. He brings home work and
also bugs and creepy things. He is al-
ways running off to his laboratory. He
may force his children to become scien-
tists also.
"A scientist should not m.iir\. No
one wants to be such a scieiuist or to
marry him.
"
To call such an image unpleasant
would onl\' he redundancN'. I might at-
tempt to shatter it by licscribing some
of m\- neighbors and former laboratorx
associates in Wilniiiigton, hut I'm afraid
that would not be enough. So in an
efiort to get the facts about the scien-
tist as a person, a personal research unit
conducted a sociological study of about
half of the 2,401) technically trained peo-
ple who are engaged in research for
the Du Pont Company.
A questionnaire asked them to list
their family status, educational qualifi-
cations, and non-scientific activities in
high school, college, and after leaving
college. The anonymity of their replies
was guaranteed, and the response was
remarkable as such things go. More than
75 per cent of the questionnaires were
answered and returned, contrar\' to the
expectations of some of our research
administrators. An analysis showed the
responding group was typical of the
company's scientific population as to age
distribution and company service, al-
though by chance we had a slightly
higher representation of Ph.D.'s. There
was no attempt to distinguish between
those engaged in basic and applied re-
search .
In the realm of \ital statistics, 23
per cent are between the ages of 21 and
29; 61 per cent are between 30 and
44, and 14 per cent are between 45 and
65. They come from 44 of the 48
states, the District of Columbia, and 25
foreign countries. Thirty-four per cent
come from the Midwest, 31 per cent
from the Atlantic seaboard, and seven
per cent from the Northeast. States with
the highest representation are New
York, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Ohio,
Massachusetts, and Minnesota. (It is
significant, in this connection, to note
that the most recent census shows New
York, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Texas,
Ohio, Michigan, California, Missouri,
and Massachusetts as the leading birth-
lilaces for our population as a whole.)
The scientists received their educa-
tion at 258 colleges and universities in
the I'nited States and 34 foreign insti-
tutions, with Illinois, Wisconsin, Mass-
achusetts Institute of Technology, Ohio
State, Cornell, Purdue, Minnesota, Del-
aware, and Michigan mentioned most
frequently. Sixty-eight per cent have
doctorate degrees, eight out of 10 in
chemistry, as might be expected. Chemi-
cal engineering was next, with other
fields of specialization including physics,
other types of engineering, bacteriology,
and biochemistry.
It is interesting to note that P) per
cent of them earned all their college
expenses as undergraduates, while 69
per cent earned all their expenses for
graduate work. Sixty-two per cent of
the undergraduates and 89 per cent of
the graduates earned more than half of
their college expenses. The main source
of income for the graduate students was
from teaching, research, or both.
Now let's return to some aspects of
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the iinafif reported by Drs. Mead and
Metraiix.
"A scientist should not marry. No
one wants to be such a scientist or to
marry him."
In all 88 per cent of our scientists
are married, compared to 85 per cent
of the general adult population as re-
ported by the census. Seventy-three per
cent of their wives attended college. Al-
though 15 per cent do not have chil-
dren, the avera-je number of children
per famih' is slightly more than two,
compared to one and one-half for the
average American family. Three happv
scientists who obviously don't spend all
their time in the Du Pont laboratories
are each blessed with seven children.
"His work may be dangerous. Chemi-
cals may explode. He may be hurt b\-
radiation, or may die."
Research deals with chemicals. The
companv operated the Hanford atomic
materials plant during the Second
World War, and now is operating at
Savannah River plant for the produc-
tion of atomic fusion and fission ma-
terials. Emphnees at all compain re-
search laboratories e-tablished an injury
frequency rate of only one man injured
in three million exposure hours during
the last five vears, which is 23 per cent
lower than the over-all company rate in
the same period. The latest available
frequenc\ rate for all American indus-
try is one man injvu'ed in 160,000 ex-
posure hours.
"He mav not believe in (lod, or may
lose his religion."
Our survey did not inquire whether
scientists were church members, but ap-
proximately 75 per cent mentioned
church in listing their activities. The
latest Census lists only 61 per cent of
the general population as church mem-
bers. Whereas a survey of Protestant
churches generally showed only one out
of four members took an active part in
church affairs beyond membership or
attendance, 57 per cent, or more than
one out of two, scientists reported such
activit\-. Twenty-three per cent men-
tioned Sunday School teaching or su-
pervision, 18 per cent church offices such
as trustee or elder, 16 per cent member-
ship in men's clubs, 16 per cent mem-
bership on church committees, nine per
cent choir singing, and five per cent as-
sistance to youth groups.
"He is a brain; he is so involved
in his work that he doesn't know what
is going on in the world. He has no
other interests and neglects his body for
his mind He has no social life,
no other intellectual interest, no hob-
bies or relaxations."
The survey showed 37 per cent of
our scientists participated in 64 differ-
ent civic activities. Nineteen per cent
mentioned membership in community
coimcils or associations, and seven per
cent were in fund-raising groups. They
hold or have held 136 positions of re-
sponsibility, such as president, vice presi-
dent, board of governors, chairmen of
committees, team captains, etc.
Only two per cent of the general
population in the Wilmington area has
participated in civil defense work com-
pared to seven per cent of the scien-
tists. Other points of comparison were
unavailable, but there is reason to be-
lieve the participation of scientists in
civic activities is considerably higher
than that of other groups in the com-
munity.
When it comes to educational activi-
ties, about one-third of the scientists
participate in the work of Parent-Teach-
er Associations. This is slightlv higher
than the figmes for the general popula-
tion in the Wilmington area. Twenty-
two of the scientists surveyed were in-
vol\ed in district, state, or national
PTA groups, while nine were members
of Board of Educafon. About one in
five is active in Hov Scout work, com-
pared to one in 20 adults in the Del-
marva Peninsula which includes Wil-
mington. Others are active in YMCA
work. Twenty-one per cent are active
members of fraternal organizations.
It is worth noting that an analysis
of 600 completed questionnaires showed
that 47 of the group participate in poli-
tics, 51 in military organizations, 20 in
dramatics, 76 in purely social organiza-
tions, and 112 in miscellaneous groups
such as stamp and camera clubs, an or-
chid societ\-, the Delaware Society for
Natural History, the American Associ-
ation for the United Nations, etc.
When it comes to music, the scientists
listed 54 different activities with 22 per
cent participating in either vocal or in-
strumental groups both within and out-
side the companv. I might interject here
a personal recollection of a lively Dixie-
land jazz band known as "The Rhythm
Doctors" because its members were
Ph.D.'s engaged in research.
Few scientists can be said to neglect
their bodies for their minds. Seventy
per cent of them engage actively in 42
different sports, as anyone who visited
a golf course in Delaware woidd quick-
ly discover. Naturally—to the surprise
of some of my tennis-playing friends
—
golf is the most popular, with bowling
second. Teiuiis is third, followed by
fishing, Softball, swimming, hunting,
basketball, and sailing.
Other favored leisure-time pursuits in-
clude gardening, woodworking, pho-
tography, bridge, dancing, and organ-
ized reading in some 34 different fields.
The variety of such activities is amaz-
ing. To give you a sample of the va-
riety of interests reported by various
scientists, their returns mentioned cook-
ing, collecting Civil War items, knit-
ting, bird watching, archaeology field
work, painting, sewing, tutoring, tele-
scope building, writing, rocket design,
music theory, sports cars, antique re-
finishing, electronics, hi-fi, chess, and
learning languages.
Perhaps some of you may be wonder-
ing whether the collaterial interests of
scientists leave them much time for re-
search. If so, let me quickly assure you
they usually spend an eight-hour, five-
day week in the laboratory, and do a
lot of thinking about their work at
home. Moreover, 72 per cent of them
have published at least one paper in
scientific journals, while 57 per cent
have presented at least one paper before
technical audiences.
"His work is uninteresting, dull mo-
notonous, tedious, time consuming, and,
though he works for years, he may see
no results or may fail, and he is likely
to receive neither adequate recompense
nor recognition. He may live in a cold-
water flat ; his laboratory may be dingy."
Research is time-consuming, but few
scientists find it dull. As one of them
wrote on his questionnaire, "Most peo-
ple don't appreciate the fact that sci-
ence is a way of life. Frequently re-
search problems become so engrossing
that one can think of nothing else."
Another said of his colleagues, "These
scientists are among the most stimulat-
ing people in the world. They continual-
ly seek to discover something new, to
improve something already invented, to
learn the 'why' of various phenomena
—
always seeking, always learning. One
must admire this attitude."
One out of four scientists decided
upon his career before reaching the age
of 15. The reasons included a strong
personal interest in the field, courses in
elementary or high schools, influence
and encouragement of teachers or mem-
bers of the family—and this may be a
surprise—experience with home or toy
chemistry sets.
The scientists were not asked whether
they felt their salaries were adequate,
but 43 per cent said they decided to go
into industry because of its financial re-
wards. It is almost unnecessary to add
that starting salaries, at least, for sci-
tentists in industry are much higher
than those fov young people who start
life in other jobs. I know of no scien-
tist around Wilmington who lives in
a cold-water flat; in fact, one of the
favorite sales arguments of the real
estate agents is to mention that "this
house was owned by a chemist—or en-
gineer — so you know it is in good
shape."
"If he works by himself, he is alone
and has heavy expenses. If he works for
a big company, he has to do as he is told,
and his discoveries must be turned over
to the company and may not be used ;
he is just a cog in a machine."
(Continued on Page 43)
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Checking Einstein ivith
Purilx \'\u\- llir^'hes Proilucts Division engineer checks
seiniconducwr materials to insure purity.
Exit cones capable of wit/islanding temperatures of 6000° F.
represent one example ofadvanced engineering being performed
by the Hughes Plastics Laboratory.
an atomic clock in orbit
To test Einstein's general theory of relativity, scien-
tists at the Hughes research laboratories are devel-
oping a thirty pound atomic maser clock (see photo
at left) under contract to the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration. Orbiting in a satellite,
a maser clock would be compared with another
on the ground to check Einstein's proposition that
time flows faster as gravitational pull decreases.
Working from the new research center in Malibu,
California. Hughes engineers will develop a MASER
(Microwave Amplification through Stimulated
Emission of Radiation) clock so accurate that it
will neither gain nor lose a single second in 1000
years. This clock, one of three types contracted
for by NASA, will measure time directly from the
vibrations of the atoms in ammonia molecules.
Before launching, an atomic clock will be syn-
chronized with another on the ground. Each
clock would generate a highly stable current with
a frequency of billions of cycles per second. Elec-
tronic circuitry would reduce the rapid oscillations
to a slower rate in order to make precise laboratory
measurements. The time "ticks" from the orbiting
clock would then be transmitted by radio to com-
pare with the time of the clock on earth. By meas-
uring the difference, scientists will be able to check
Einstein's theories.
In other engineering activities at Hughes, research
and development work is being performed on such
projects as advanced airborne systems, advanced
data handling and display systems, global and spa-
tial communications systems, nuclear electronics,
advanced radar systems, infrared devices, ballistic
missile systems... just to name a few.
The rapid growth of Hughes reflects the continuous
advance in Hughes capabilities— providing an ideal
environment for the engineer or physicist, whatever
his field of interest.
Members of our staff will conduct
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
NOVEMBER 10 and 11
For interview appointment or informational
literature consult your College Placement Director.
HUGHES AM M=T COMPANY
The West's leader in advanced ELECTRONICS
I
HUGHES
I
I
J
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
Culver City, El Segundo, Fullerton, Newport Beach
Malibu and Los Angeles, California;
Tucson, Arizona
Photos by George Knoblock
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Engineers, take note!
"All eligible bachelors are hid-
ing out in engineering." October
Technocutie, Judy Stephenson,
has the engineers on campus
pegged in this manner.
The 18-year-old, 5'2" sopho-
more in elementary education
has definite ideas on men in her
life. Judy thinks manners are
one important requisite. She
doesn't limit herself to one type
of man; she likes varied person-
alities.
Judy's ideas on a nice date
are dancing, movies or parties;
but she definitely prefers lemon-
ade to beer.
Originally from Lockport, Judy
now lives at the Delta Gamma
house on campus.
A thinking beauty, Judy made
Alpha Lambda Delta last year
as well as Star & Scroll Queen,
lllio beauty, and the Sports Car
Queen finals.
She likes waterskiing, bowl-
ing, sports cars, the Kingston
Trio, chocolate ice cream and
steak.
The best part, and the most
profitable for all engineers is
that Judy is open for dotes. All
eligible bachelors, coll at the
DG house.
- • • * « >^
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W.E. DEFENSE PROJECTS ENGINEERS are often faced with challenging assign-
ments such as systems testing for the SAGE continental air defense network.
ENGINEERS explore exciting frontiers
at Western Electric
It guided missiles, electronic switching systems and
telephones of the future sound like exciting fields
to you, a career at Western Electric may be just
what you're after.
Western Electric handles both telephone work
and defense assignments . . . and engineers are
right in the thick of it. Defense projects include the
Nike and Terrier guided missile systems . . .
advanced air, sea and land radar . . . the SAGE
continental air defense system
. . . DEW Line and
White Alice in the Arctic. These and other defense
jobs offer wide-ranging opportunities for all kinds
of engineers.
In our main job as manufacturing and supply
unit of the Bell System, Western Electric engineers
discover an even wider range of opportunity. Here
they flourish in such new and growing fields as
electronic switching, microwave radio relay, min-
iaturization. They engineer the installation of tele-
phone central offices, plan the distribution of equip-
ment and supplies . . . and enjoy, with their defense
teammates, the rewards that spring from an engi-
neering career with Western Electric.
Western Electric technical fields include me-
chanical, electrical, chemical, civil and industrial
engineering, plus the physical sciences. For more
detailed information pick up a copy of "Consider a
Career at Western Electric" from your Placement
Officer. Or write College Relations. Room 200D,
Western Electric Company, 195 Broadway. New
York 7, N. Y. And sign up for a Western Electric
interview when the Bell System Interviewing Team
visits your campus.
MANUFACTUR UNIT Of THE
Principal manufacturing locations at Chicago, III.; Kearny. N J.; Baltimore. Md.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Allentown and Laureldale. Pa.;
Burlington, Greensboro and Winston-Salem, N. C; Buffalo, N. Y.; North Andover, Mass.; Lincoln and Omaha Neb.; Kansas City, Mo.;
Columbus, Ohio; Oklahoma City, Okla.; Teletype Corporation, Chicago, III. and Little Rock, Ark. Also Western Electric
Distribution Centers in 32 cities and Installation headquarters in 16 cities. General headquarters: 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.
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A DOOR IS OPEN AT ALLIED CHEMICAL TO
Opportunities for professional recognition
If you feel, as we do, that the publication of technical
papers adds to the professional stature of the individual
employee and his worth to his company, you will see why
Allied encourages its people to put their tindings in print.
Some recent contributions from our technical statf are
shown below.
It's interesting to speculate on what you might publish
as a chemist at one of our 12 research laboratories and
development centers. The possibilities are virtually limit-
less, because Allied makes over 3,000 products—chemi-
cals, plastics, fibers—products that offer careers with a
future for chemists, chemistry majors and engineers.
Why not write today for a newly revised copy of "Your
Future in Allied Chemical." Or ask our interviewer
about Allied when he next visits your campus. Your
placement office can tell you when he'll be there.
Allied Chemical, Department 109-R2
61 Broadway, New York 6, New York
SOME RECENT TECHNICAL PAPERS AND TALKS BY ALLIED CHEMICAL PEOPLE
"What is a Foam?"
Donald S. Otto, National Aniline Division
American Management Association Seminar on Polymeric
Packaging Materials
"Electrically Insulating, Flexible Inorganic Coatings on
Metal Produced by Gaseous Fluorine Reactions"
Dr. Robert W. Mason, General Chemical Research
Laboratory
American Ceramic Society Meeting, Electronic Division
"Gas Chromatographic Separations of Closing Boiling
Isomers"
Dr. A. R. Paterson. Central Research Laboratory
Second International Symposium on Gas Chromatography
at Michigan State University
"Correlation of Structure and Coating Properties of
Polyurethane Copolymers"
Dr. Maurice E. Bailey, G. C. Toone, G. S. Wooster,
National Aniline Division; E. G. Bobaiek, Case In-
stitute of Technology and Consultant on Organic
Coatings
Gordon Research Conference on Organic Coatings
"Corrosion of Metals by Chromic Acid Solutions"
Ted M. Swain, Solvay Process Division
Annual Conference of tlie National Association of
Corrosion Engineers
"Use of Polyethylene Emulsions in Textile Applications" "Sulfur Hexafluoride"
"Isocyanate Resins"
Leslie M. Faichney, National Aniline Division
Modern Plastics Encyclopedia
"Concentration of Sulphide Ore by Air Float Tables-
Gossan Mines"
R. H. Dickinson, Wilbert J. Trepp, J. O. Nichols,
General Chemical Division
Engineering and Mining Journal
"Urethane Foams"
Dr. Maurice E. Bailey, National Aniline Division
For publication in a hook on modern plastics by
Herbert R. Simonds
"The Booming Polyesters"
James E. Sayre and Paul A. Elias, Plastics and Coal
Chemicals Division
Chemical & Engineering News
"T, 2', 4'—Trimethoxyflavone"
Dr. Sydney M. Spatz and Dr. Marvin Koral, Na-
tional Aniline Division
Journal of Organic Chemistry
"Physical Properties of Perfluoropropane"
James A. Brown, General Chemical Research Lab-
oratory
Journal of Physical Chemistry
Robert Rosenbaum, Semet-Solvay Division
D. D. Gagliardi, Gagliardi Research Corporation
American Association of Textile Colorists & Chemists
Dr. Whitney H. Mears, General Chemical Research
Laboratory
Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology
BASIC TO
AMERICA'S
PROGRESS
DIVISIONS: BARRETT • GENERAL CHEMICAL • NATIONAL ANILINE • NITROGEN •
PLASTICS AND COAL CHEMICALS • SEMET-SOLVAY- SOLVAY PROCESS INTERNATIONAL
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Tau Beta Pi Essay
THE VIRTUES OF A
PROFESSIONAL MAN
By Charles D. Grigg
Most >'oung men of today e\Tntnally
come to a crossroads or intersection,
better known as high school graduation.
Then they must carefully choose the di-
rection in which to travel. Faced with
this decision, the young man must ex-
amine a multitude of options; to con-
tinue his education, to begin in some
type of emploii'ment, to join the armed
forces, and numerous other choices all
beckon to him.
What causes a young man to choose
a field where professional performance
is a necessity? In doing so, he must be
well acquainted with the basic require-
ments that differentiate the routine
worker and technician from the profes-
sional man. The essential criteria of the
profession will allow a young man to
decide whether he wants to work at a
level of employment where professional
performance is demanded.
The first criterion of professional per-
formance is that it usually reflects a
formal and somewhat standardized
training. This does not mean that the
profession can be entered only via special
college training. However, it does mean
that complete understanding of certain
fields of knowledge is to be regarded as
essential to the successful practitioner.
A large area of widely accepted stand-
ard practice is implied by professional
performance. This means that certain
techniques, measures, and methods have
achieved widespread approval and ac-
ceptance.
The regular and formalized exchange
of information and experience among
practitioners is usually presumed in pro-
fessional performance. These exchanges
are facilitated in the professions by sev-
eral methods. Professional associations
and conferences, on local, regional, and
national levels are utilized by partici-
|iants in exchanging information and
learning of new developments. Special-
ized periodic literature is used in which
leports of research, experiment, and ex-
perience are spread throughout the field.
This attitude of free exchange con-
trasts greatly with the old philosophy of
patented procedures.
The most essential feature in facili-
tating this free exchange of professional
information is undoubtedly the profes-
sional association. These associations are
composed of individual practitioners and
are controlled democratically by the
members. The association prescribes
standards of training, knowledge, ex-
perience, and skill which must be met
by those who are admitted to member-
sliip.
Professional performance implies the
knowledge of and familiarity with a
continually growing field of professional
literature. Such literature includes
standard texts and specialized periodical
publications, supported and maintained
by members of the profession and pro-
viding a means of reporting research, ex-
periment, and experience.
Continued research is always reflect-
ed by professional performance. Profes-
sional fields show continual change in
theory and practice as a direct result of
this research and the incorporation of
research into current knowledge. This
research receives from practitioners their
active cooperation and participation as
well as their continued moral and fi-
nancial support.
Professional performance is guided by
an accepted systef of profe.ssional ethics
and a strong sense of public responsibil-
ity. The special responsibility arising
out of their advisory and consultative
function must be recognized by profes-
sional men. They can afiford to be per-
sistent in their concern for ethical con-
siderations and the public interest, be-
cause their special knowledge insures a
maximum degree of independence and
security. They are employed for what
they know. Therefore, the professional
man can afford to be a "no man," rather
than a "yes man," to a degree that is
not to be expected of a non-professional
employee.
The most important distinctive char-
acteristic of the professional man is that
suggested by the designation of "learn-
ed professions"—a continuing attitude
of learning. The professional continual-
ly searches for new knowledge and a
greater and more penetrating under-
>tanding in a lifetime spent in study
and learning. His training is designed to
urge upon him habits of continuous edu-
cation. From this never-ending drive
arises his interest in research, his par-
ticipation in professional associations and
conferences, his study of current liter-
ature, and his overall striving to im-
pnne his profession. This attitude of
learning is the very essence of the truly
professional man.
These are the basic criteria of pro-
fessional performance, the creed of the
professional man. It was earlier asked
what causes a young man to choose a
professional career. The basic purpose
of a man's life—to leave the world a
better place in which to live than when
he entered it—is well supported by
these criteria of the professional. There
is little question that the professional
man is an essential element in the con-
tinual enhancement of society.
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STRUCTURES & WTS.
OPERATIONS RES.
>» -y ff
. . . best combinafton of meas
At Convair-Fort Worth, you'll find a new
outlook ... a new perspective in the engi-
neering organization . . . one whose objective
is to provide a framework from which each
engineer can contribute his best individual
effort toward achieving the best combination
of ideas.
This is one reason why so many experienced,
well-trained men with creative ability and
inquiring minds are taking a close look at
the advantages of joining a team whose
advanced thinking is so vividly portrayed
by the all-new B-58, America's first and
fastest supersonic bomber.
Living in Fort Worth has its advantages, too.
There is no state income or sales tax, ade-
quate housing in all price ranges, no com-
muting problem. Descriptive literature will be
supplied on request, or send a complete res-
ume' of your training and experience for care-
ful evaluation by engineers in the areas best
suited to your qualifications. To be assured
of prompt attention and strict confidence,
address your inquiry to P. O. Box 748C.
CONVAIR-FORT WORTH
A DIVISION OF
GENERAL DYNAMICS
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HELICOPTER CONTROL
(Continiud jioin Page l^)
This means that the blades merely flap
up and down to always maintain a zero
niomeiit about the hinges. This flapping
due to an unbalance of the lift and cen-
trifugal forces also always tends to align
the tip path plane perpendicidar to the
control axis when a tilt of the blades is
desired. Since this balance tends to lag
the tilt momentarily, a lag in the di-
rection of motion is momentarily
noticed.
One might conclude then that the
problem of control of the rotor is
soKed. Hut if the helicopter were de-
veloped with vertical flapping hinges
alone, during flight testing it would be
observed that either the flapping motion
was retarded or that forces were acting
tending to snap off the blades in the
in-plane direction. To the pilot this
might remain a great mystery, but to
Figure VI
Figure VII
'Collective pilch sleeve
(moves up and down while
rololing with shaft)
Flopping axis
Blade thrust bearing
Lower swash plate (mounted on gimbals
which allow it 10 hit but not to rotate
or to move vertically)
Gear case fphonton\l fixed to fuselage
Upper link (adjustable for tracking blades)
Rotating rocker arm (upper links move up together when
I ,_,
center of rocker arms is moved up
Lower link
^ ,,
'.
, .. , vby collechv&pitch sleeve, and move
cyclically when swash plates are tilted^
; Pilot's collective pitch lever
Throttle twist grip
the mathematician or engineer this ac-
tion must remain an inherent part of the
system as long as the blades are designed
to flap \crtically onh'. To vmderstand
this action a little knowledge of angular
momentum is required. Angular mo-
mentum is a product of the mass of the
blades M, the radius of the center of
gravity squared R-, and the angular
velocity W. In other words it is
MR-'W. This product always tends to
remain constant, but as the blades flap
up and down the distance from the
blade center of gravity to the axis of
rotation changes and something else
must change to hold the MR-'W con-
stant. Since the mass cannot change the
angular velocity of the blades must
cliange, and since the blades are rigidly
mounted in the in-plane direction, this
results in a whipping action on the
blades with a tendency to prevent verti-
cal flapping. It therefore becomes ob\i-
ous that something else must be done to
o\ercome this, and the answer lies in
hinging the blades in the in-plane direc-
tion also.
Now as the blades flap up and down
tliey can also speed up and slow ilown
Figure IX
to hold the angular momentum con-
stant and the problem is solved. This
is known as a full-flapping universally-
movuited rotor.
1 his explanation was based essential-
ly on a single-rotor type helicopter and
examples of other variations were intro-
duced. The basic control methods in-
volved are best illustrated by the single
rotor, with an anti torque rotor, but
they are applicable to all helicopters.
The main control requirements are
therefore, (1) directional control, (2)
pilot control and (3) rotor control; and
these are essentially accomplished b\' ( 1 )
rotor tilt and anti-torque devises, (2)
mechanical controls similar to those
in conventional aircraft with an added
pitch stick, and (3) the full-flapping
universally-mounted rotoi'.
1
Figure VIII
Weekend Chores Eased
Saturday afternoon is a good time
for a game of golf, or pottering around
the house, but it was not always that
wa\. Hack in 1924, a Pittsburgh oil
company published a booklet in which
it told the car r)wner what he would
have to do every weekend to keep his
car in shape and listed parts that must
be oiled or greased by hand.
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES, INC.
FELLOWSHIPS
FOR
Doctoral & Postdoctoral Study
AT THE CALIPORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
OR THE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
*\W\\\1A\\\\\\\\%W\\%\\\VW\\\W\\\\\\\\\\\\1.\\\\\WV
SPACE TF.CHNOLOGY Fellowships have been estab-
lished in recognition of the great scarcity of scientists
and engineers who have the very special qualifications
required for work in Systems Engineering, and of the
rapidly increasing national need for such individuals.
Recipients of these Fellowships will have an oppor-
tunity to pursue a broad course of graduate study in
the fundamental mathematics, physics, and engineering
required for careers in these fields, and will also have
an opportunity to associate and work with experienced
engineers and scientists.
Systems Engineering encompasses difficult advanced
design problems of the type which involve interactions,
compromises, and a high degree of optimization
between portions of complex complete systems. This
includes taking into account the characteristics of hu-
man beings who must operate and other\vise interact
with the systems.
The program for each Fellow covers approximately
a Uselve-month period, part of which is spent at Space
Technology Laboratories, and the remainder at the
California Institute of Technology or the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology working toward the Doc-
tor's degree, or in post-doctoral study. Fellows in good
standing may apply for renewal of the Fellowship for a
second year.
ELIGIBILITY The general requirements for eligibility
are that the candidate be an American citizen who has
completed one or more years of graduate study in
mathematics, engineering or science before July, 1960,
The Fellowships will also be open to persons who have
already received a Doctor's degree and who wish to
undertake an additional year of study focused specifi-
cally on Systems Engineering.
AWARDS The awards for each Fellowship granted will
consist of three portions. The first will be an educa-
tional grant disbursed through the Institute attended
of not less than $2,000, with possible upward adjust-
ment for candidates with family responsibilities. The
second portion will be the salary paid to the Fellow for
summer and part-time work at Space Technology Lab-
oratories. The salary will depicnd upon his age and
experience and the amount of time worked, but will
normally be approximately $2,000. The third portion
will be a grant of $2, 100 to the school to cover tuition
and research expenses.
APPLICATION PROCEDURE For a dacriptive
booklet and application forms, write to Space
Tcchnolofly Laboratories Fellowship Committee.
Completed applications together with reference
forms and a transcript of undcrciradiiate and
graduate courses and (\radcs must be transmitted
to the Committee not later than ]an. 20, 1960.
SPACE
TECHNOLOGY
LABORATORIES, INC.
P.O. BO.X 95004
LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA
®
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The Scientist as a Person
( ('.0}iliiiiH d from Piigr .'/j
1 can't spi'ak for the scientist who
works alone, and certainly one of the
major [iroblenis in our society today is
to preserve the individuah'ty and initia-
tive of those who contribute toward a
<:roup effort. It is equally true that a
scientist who is paid by a big company
to do research and who makes a discov-
ery is expected to give the compan\' the
benefit of that discovery. But let me
add quickly—if the discovery provides
a commercial opportunity for the com-
pany, the scientist shares commensurate-
1\' in the rewards throup;h a bonus sys-
tem.
I ha\e been hearing rumors and have
read stories for years of inventions being
suppressed or kept in a deep freeze b\
business firms because development
might injure an existing business. No
authentic proof of this has ever come to
m\ attention. Certainly the intensity of
competition today would make such a
step unthinkable in the chemical indus-
try In our company, for example, ny'on
was developed and put on the market as
soon as possible after its discovery al-
though we knew it v.'ould hurt our
rayon business. Further, we now have
in addition "Orion" acrylic fiber and
"Dacron" polyester fiber which compete
with n\lon in manv markets.
It i> worth noting here that among
those who have risen to top manage-
ment, those who began in a research lab-
oratory constitute 23 per cent of the
members of the Executive Committ?e,
45 per cent of the general managers, 33
per cent of the assistant general mana-
gers, 54 per cent of the directors of
production. 38 per cent of the assistant
directors of production, 33 per cent of
the directors of sales, and 27 per cent
of the assistant directors of sales. In
numbers, 43 of the 118 top posts are
held by men who began as research sci-
entists. In addition, all 24 of the direc-
tors and assistant directors of research
in our various departments— posts
which rank on the organization chart
with the directors and assistant directors
of production and sales—are of course
scientists.
It seems to me these facts demonstrate
the scientist is a most desirable citizen
engaged in an essential and rewarding
profession. Instead of being "squares"
or hermits, they have about the same in-
terests as other Americans. Perhaps be-
cause of their intellectual training, man\'
scientists accept an even greater respon-
sibility for civic and social obligations.
Above all, they are proud and inde-
pendent individual:. Four out of 111 of
those who responded to our question-
naire took advantage of an invitation to
express themselves on what, if anything,
should be done to alter the distorted con-
cept of the research scientist. Their com-
ments reflected opinions and personali-
ties ranging all o\er the spectrum. Per-
haps the extremes were these:
"Scientists are concerned with life,
government, the arts. etc.. outside their
occupations. They are not necessarily
mental giants, nor is their work at all
mysterious. They want to participate in
the commvinity. Their opinions warrant
more consideration in the fields of go\-
ernment and social affairs." And on the
other side
:
"I feel verv stronglv that it is a g'eat
disservice to both science and the public
to try to picture scientists as 'just plain
folks" who happen to do research in-
stead of selling soap. Practically all of
the scientists I have known have been
more or less peculiar—in general, the
better the scientist, the odder the man."
A final comment, it seemed to me,
was an articulate expression of the way
the scientist himself would like to be
regarded. This one urged
:
"Present true, creative scientists as
they are: different from the ordinary
people; all creative people are different
from the ordinary public—it is what
makes them creative. They should be
respected because the\' are different, and
thus contribute to the imderstanding of
the v.orld around us."
SEE PAGE 57
For An Important Bulletin
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Skimming
Industrial
Headlines
Edited by Paul Cliff
Steel-Shod Russians
There was a time when Russians
actually wore shoes with steel soles,
American Machinist comments. This
was in the 13th century, and the wear-
ers were tribesmen w-ho inhabited the
lower Central Ural Mountains. The
soles were an inch thick, and were
grooved to prevent slipping. Being abso-
lutely rigid, they had no give, and prob-
ably were uncomfortable. But they
were economical. The shoes were passed
from generation to generation, and
never wore nut.
Lockheed's F-104 Starfighter
How much flight is there in the thin,
short and sharp wings of Lockheed's
F-in4 Starf^ghter?
Knough to carry it successfully
through about 40 years of normal serv-
ice.
California Di\ision of Lockheed Air-
craft Corp. put the sharp, thin wing
through nearly 11,000 successive, 2-
hour combat flights simulated during a
grueling 3j/-year-long fatigue test pro-
gram.
In such tests, powerful hydraulic
jacks repeatedly bend and twist the part
to torture it and try to make it break.
In contra.st to conventional methods
which applied an unvarying pattern of
forces in such tests, Lockheed for the
lirst time employed a new flight-by-
Hight loading concept.
Simulating the rapidly changing pres-
sures encountered by a combat P"-104
from takeoff run through all phases of
flight and back to landing, loads were
applied in the sequence expected during
each complete flight.
Researchers used two groups of spe-
cial hydraulic jacks in the tests to cre-
ate the load conditions identified with
both subsonic and supersonic flight ma-
neuvers.
The first structural failure occurred
(finallv) after 10,793 "flights" involv-
ing more than 1,000,000 flight-like load
applications duplicating all phases of an
actual operational mission.
Further, the engineers reported they
foiuid that even with 60 per cent of the
wing-fuselage attachment rendered in-
operable the wing continued to carry
its design load.
World's Highest Dam
The Vaiont Dam across the deep,
narrow gorge of the Pia\'e Ri\er in
Northern Italy will be the highest in the
world when completed next year. The
arched concrete structure, only 623 feet
wide at the top will rise 870 feet from
the river bed—o\er 100 feet taller than
Mauvoisin Dam in Switzerland and 144
feet higher than Hoover Dam in Col-
orado.
Radio Station For $25
.\ tm\ portahlf KM radio transmit-
ter can be built from commercial parts
costing only S25. The microphone-
transmitter, powered by a standard
transister radio battery, is about the
size of a deck of bridge cards and has
a range of about 200 feet
—
just right to
serve as a portable public address micro-
phone.
Tiny Screws Provide Headaches
Tiny .screws have been providing
king-sized headaches for space engineers
and scientists. Thinner than a fine
needle, they are \ital components of the
delicate instruments and controls in mis-
siles and rockets.
Until recently, there were no stand-
ard screw sizes at those Lilliputian di-
mensions, and engineers had to design
their own screws for every nvw instru-
ment.
Now. a solution has been reached.
-A publication called "American Stand-
ard Uru'fied Minature Screw Threads,"
has been approved by the American
Standards Association. It establishes a
new thread series that will go a long
way towards simplifying design of
space-age instruments, as well as watches
and other more down-to-earth miniature
mechanisms.
The new publication establishes four-
teen standard screw thread sizes, with
a standard design that covers all of
them.
Screws covered by this standard are
so tiny that 75.000 of the smallest of
them would fit in a thimble. The
threads on these are invisible to the
naked e>e. The diameters of the screws
range from one-hundredth (0.01) inch
to six one-hundredths (0.06) of an
inch.
Closed-Circuit Auction
The Armv will auction a billion and
a half dollars worth of surplus equip-
ment this fall over a clo.sed-circuit tele-
vision network. \Iachinery. tools and
supplies stored at depots all over the
East will be put before bidders at large-
screen TV setups in New York City,
Boston, Philadelphia, Columbus, Chi-
cago and St. Louis. Bids will be made
and accepted via two way radio.
Burglar's Apprentice
The "jimmy," a short crowbar often
used by burglars, was invented in the
Middle Ages and got its name from
burglars' apprentices, who were all
called "James. " When a bright crook
invented the handy tool, he named his
new helper after his old one, and the
name stuck.
Moth Fighter
Compounds that are colorless, odor-
less and harmless to humans now protect
textiles from attack by insects. Called
metabolites, the compounds—differing
only slightl\' in chemical structure from
vitamins— up.set the digestive system of
larvae b\ causing embryonic starvation.
Full-grown insects, however, recognize
the difference between the compounds
and real vitanuii-bearing materials and
make no attempt to approach fabrics
treated \M'th them.
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New Source of Electrons
Klectrnnic tubes of the future may
some dav be "transistorized," according
to Westin^house Electric Corporation
scientists. It all depends on whetlier
tliey can !"a've practical use of an effect
plusicists have discovered recently by
which it is possible to obtain a constant
How of electrons dirccth' out of t' e
surface of certain se!iiiconductor ma-
terials.
The latest semiconductor to yield this
unique flow of electrons is silicon car-
bide—a hard, crystalline solid best
Irvii-.-n for its widespread use in impure
'nrm as a'l abrasive in grinding: wheels.
Th" density of the electron flow o"
"emission" they find, is equal to that in
the average electronic tube.
"In recent years, transistors and re-
lated devices have replaced convention-'
electronic tubes in a wide van'pf nt
^rlern e'ectroni'' equipn-'ent." Dr.
'^la'-euc Zener, director of W-stin<T-
house research, ^-aid in disclosing the
new discovery. "Bv removing the most
serious limitation of the ordinary elec-
tronic tube this discovery in semicon-
ductors mi<^ht reverse this trend and
bring a new lease on life to the very
de\ice which semi-conductors seem des-
tined to outmode."
An electronic tube functions bv reg-
vdating the flow of a stream of elec-
trons across a vacuum inside it. Con-
ventionally, these electrons are obtained
by boiling them out of a coated metal
wire, or cathode, at high temperatures.
Considerable electric power is required
to supply the necessary heat, which then
must be dissipated to prevent overheat-
ing of the tube itself.
"Applied successfully to a vacuum
tube, this new method of electron emis-
sion from semiconductors would do
away with this whole inefficient proc-
ess," Dr. Zener declared. "One can
visualize a tube in which the usual heat-
ed cathode is replaced by a small semi-
conductor crystal having a built-in
'junction' like that in a transistor. The
cr\stal would consume a negligble
amount of power and would yield elec-
trons instantly and indefinitely when a
small electric voltage is applied across
it.
"Such a device would, in effect, com-
bine into a single operating unit many
of the inherent advantages of both semi-
conductors and vacuum tubes. It would
result in what might be called a 'solid
state' electronic tube."
The escape of electrons from silicon
carbide accompanies the emission of vis-
ible light from the crystal. This visible
light is a form of electroluminescence,
and occurs when enough voltage is ap-
plied across the junction to cause break-
down, that is, loss of the junction's nor-
mal electrical resistance.
When breakdown occurs, small blue
spots of light appear in the cr\stal in
the region of the junction. Electrons
escape from these bright, light-emitting
spots, especially from those located near-
est the surface of the crystal. The spots
are small, only about 50 millionths of an
inch in diameter. From the spots the
Westinghouse scientists have measured
cmrents up to one millionth of an am-
pere, which indicates that the density
of the electron flow is quite comparable
to that from the cathode of a typical
vacuum tube.
Although a millionth of an ampere is
a small current by everyday standards,
many of the more sophisticated elec-
tronic tubes of today, such as beam-
t\'pe camera and display tubes used in
television and military electronic sys-
tems, may use considerably less current
than this. It is particularly interesting
that this perfectly adequate flow of elec-
trons originates from a tiny, pin-point
soiuce. Such a source would have many
advantages in the construction of com-
plicated tubes. It would simplify focus-
ing of the electron beam and eliminate
much of the complicated tube construc-
tion now employed for this purpose.
In view of the present-day emphasis
upon minaturization of electronic equip-
ment, elemination of the large, hot,
power - consuming cathode would be a
major advance in electronic tube devel-
opment. The potential advantages of
such a "solid state" have stimulated at
the Westinghouse research laboratories
further research on the electron emis-
sion from silicon carbide as well as a
program aimed at making eventual use
of the phenomenon in working devices,
the Westinghouse scientists reported.
A possible electronic tube of the
future being constructed and tested
by Westinghouse.
Boon For Motorists
Motorists in Tulsa will no longer
have to stand around and stare at grease
racks while waiting for their cars to be
repaired. A soon-to-open Oklahoma
service station will feature an air-con-
ditioned lounge equipped with television
for its cvistomers.
Ultrafast Acting Anesthetic
Heinrich Gruber of Berlin, Ger-
many, has been granted a patent for an
ultrafast acting, short-term liquid an-
esthetic for intravenous injection based
on a derivative of barbituric acid. (U.S.
2,839,447). By the addition of a suit-
able quantity of glycerine, the stupor
usually induced by a barbituric drug is
overcome and a patient is in full com-
mand of his faculties immediately on
awakening and is "fit" after only thirty
minutes. Presence of diethylether in the
anesthetic formulation stimulates
breathing and metabolism, thus expedit-
ing the decomposition of the drug in
the body. The anesthetic is recommend-
ed for localized operations requiring a
short period of time.
Five-Purpose Lamppost
\ew \'iuk Cit\ pl.ins to replace its
12(t,0()U lampposts with a five-purpose
fiixture. The new lampposts, now in the
design stage, will provide street light-
fire alarm boxes and street signs in a
single installation. New York hopes
ebentually to replace all of its 64 dif-
ferent types of oinamental lampposts
with the new model.
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FROM YOUR MECHANIC
GET THE BEST
Precis
There are two ways to keep your i':u
in perfect shape. One is to put it in
(leaii storage. The other is to (iiul a
i;ooil mechanic and to stick with him.
The (irst solution doesn't make much
sense. The reason we hu\' a car is to
use it: for business, errands, tim. The
only way to be sure that it will be
ready to use when it's needed is to see
that it gets consistent, expert care. And
that's eas>' to do if \(iu go about it the
right way.
Unless you've worked with cars most
of your life, you should trust your auto-
mobile to the professional of the busi-
ness
—
your neighborhood mechanic. If
you're not an expert, resist the tempta-
tion to sa\e a couple of dollars by doing
it \()urself. One slip of the hand can
ruin an expensive part. Poor adjust-
ment of a vital function such as igni-
tion timing can cost you money in poor
performance, high gasoline consumption
and reduced engine life.
Pick a mechanic with a reputation for
fair liealing and good work, and then
stick with him. He's had rigorous train-
ing for his job. If he specializes in a
particular make of car, he's probably
attended training courses run by the
manufacturer. If he repairs all makes,
there's a good chance that he has had
formal mechanical training in addition
to a lifetime of working with cars, first
as a teen-age hobbv and later .-i^ his
livelihood.
\'iiu'll find that most top mechanics
keeji u)! with the latest developments in
the field b\ attending clinics run by
liart-- and equipment manufacturers,
such as American Brakeblok's famous
brake service clinics. Other manufactur-
ers keep them supplied with literature
and service manuals covering every com-
|ionent of your automobile. In service
stations these days you'll find such ex-
otic equipment as oscilloscopes, exhaust
gas analyzers and electronic dwell me-
ters. They're a sure sign that today's me-
chanic is a specialist in a specialized
job—keeping your complex automobile
in perfect condition.
What can you do to get the most
from your mechanic at the least cost?
A number of things. First, tell him the
symptoms, but don't try to do the diag-
nosis yourself. Give your mechanic the
same credit for knowing cars that you
gi\e your doctor for knowing medicine.
Let him do the diagnosis and treatment.
Ignoring this piece of advice can make
it expensive for you. Take the case of
the guy who was having trouble get-
ting his late model \'-.S to accelerate. It
would hesitate .ind then lurch forward.
( )ur friend had rcail an article on auto-
m.itic transmissions, telling how a worn
or slipning transmission band could
cuise that kind of trouble. So he In-
structed his mechanic to adju-t the
transmission and I'eplace any worn
hands. Smce he was a "uy that knew
e\:ictly what he wanted—ami soundeil
like he knew what he was talking about
—the mechanic followed instructions.
Two days later our hero got a healthy
bill for parts and labor, and a guarantee
th;it the transmission was now in top
shape. Rut when he got out In traffic
his car -till hesitated and lurched. So
h<' \'ent to another mechanic. Hut this
time he let the auto man do the trouble-
shooting. Trouble: dirty c-rburetor.
Cure: a thorough cleaning. Bill: a frac-
tion of the cost of the transmission
work. The unfortunate part of the
story is that our friend is somehow cnn-
\inced that the first mechanic was a
sharp operator who took him fo'- the
price of an imnecessary transmission
job.
Once you've foiuid a mechanic \ou
trust, keep him up to date on any symp-
toms of trouble. Let him listen to the
engine, perhaps give the car a short road
test whenever you have a tune-up or
grease iob done. His trained eyes and
ears will probably spot impending trou-
ble long before it becomes serious, or
expensive. He'll be glad to discuss your
car with you and to recommend pre-
ventive maintenance that will keep your
auto's condition up, and your repair
costs down.
What about his charges? How do
you know you're not being taken? Will
he stand behind his work?
Relax. Although the automotive
trade has a fringe of unethical opera-
tors
—
just as any other business does
—
the vast majority of mechanics and serv-
ice station owners are honest. They're
interested in building a following of
regular customers, not in making a fast
buck one step ahead of the Better Busi-
ness Bureau.
Ask for an estimate on any job that's
bigger than a tune-up. Most of the
time you'll get a firm bid you can rely
on. Occasionally, your mechanic will re-
fuse a binding estimate until he's dug
into the car. This perfectly legitimate
;
a lot of unexpected troubles can be hid-
den under the cylinder heads and oil
p.m. Just ask your mechanic to check
with >'ou before he does anything that
will run into money.
Here's a money-saving tip. Whenever
\ou ha\e a repair job done, ask what
other jobs can be combined with it. For
example, a ring job, bearing replace-
ment, ami valve job can all be done
together ;it a fraction of the cost of
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doing them separately. Ask your me-
chanic what else your car needs and
whether it would he cheaper to have
it all done together. There's not much
satisfaction in having the engine torn
down for one job, only to have it torn
down again a few weeics later for some-
thing else.
Not satisfied with the results of your
mechanic's work? do back to him in-
stead of trotting off to another service-
man. Talk it over. If he goofed, chances
are he'll make it good. Rut remember
that today's automobile is a complicated
organism. E\cn if it has been put in
top condition, an unforeseen breakdown
can happen at any time.
In any case, the best protection against
unexpected troubles and unbearable costs
is to pick a good mechanic and to stick
with him. He can be the best friend
vour car ever had.
THE COED
Between the sincerity of old age and
discrimination of childhood there is a
strange and uncanny age of the "coed."
Coeds come in assorted sizes, weights,
shapes and colors. They can be found
everywhere —inciting panty raids, read-
ing the latest edition of "Confidential,"
and bragging about that date with the
campus hero they wish the\' could get.
A coed is e.xotic with mascara on her
eyelashes, demurene.ss in a sweater, and
"The Future Homemaker" with a can
opener. A coed is a composite—she is as
funny as a train wreck, as modest as
Lady Godiva, as subtle as a kick in the
pants, has the taste of "pheasant under
glass" and when she wants i-'omething,
it is usually a date. Who else can talk
more and say less. She is as cvuining as a
rattlesnake, as meek as ,i tiger, and as
graceful as a giraffe.
She likes flattery, champagne, big
cars, wedding rings, windy street cor-
ners, her roommate's clothes, and boys
—
anytime. She is leery of cheap dates,
housemothers, western movies, hillbilly
music, work, and other girls.
Nobody else can cram into one little
billfold a complete picture album, five
recent love letters, a box of Kleenex,
her boy friend's car keys, eight safety
pins, and a flashlight for emergencies on
dates. After four long years of faithful
companionship during which she has ac-
cumulated your ring, your letter sweat-
er and your fraternity pin, you receive
the two most heart-warming words in
the whole world . . . "Dear John."
If young girls stay out late, drink,
smoke and pet, men will call them fast
—as fast as they can get to a phone.
MY SLIDE RULE
There are many like it but this one
is mine.
My slide rule is my friend
And I shall learn to lo\e it like a
friend.
I will obey my slide rvde.
When mv stick tells me that SxS is
24.8,'
Then by god, fi\e times five is twen-
ty-four point eight!
I will learn the anatomy of my slide
rule.
Though 1 die in the struggle, I will
use every side,
The black scale and the red, the
inverted C and the inside out
log.
The reversed A and the mutilated I).
I will master them all, and they will
serve me well, thev will I
I will cherish my slipstick and never
shall profanity sear its long,
graceful mahogany limbs.
My slide rule shall be my brother
in suffering through long hours
of midnight toil.
We will work together, my slide nde
and I.
And on the great day when my slide
rule and I have finished our ap-
pointed task and the problems
are done and answers are right.
I will take that damn stick and have
one hell of a fire, I will!
World-Wide lifJK
Refrigeration '^
^
INDIA— Prime Minister Nehru insnects
a Frick installation by Mohammed
Singh, a Frick graduate.
FRICK COMPANY
Student Training
Course attracts students from all over the world.
Established by one of fhe oldest manufacturers of
refrigeration, this course has acquired such an out-
standing reputation that only a small select group
can be admitted each year.
Write for details and applications today.
Fill RUUN6 PENS MST
Nmi ONE HAND!
with new HIGGINS INK-A-MATIC
drawing ink dispenser
Just a slight movement of your hand, and HIGGINS new drawing ink dis-
penser fills ruling pens automatically - faster, easier, than ever before!
SPEEDS UP INK TRACING BY 32%. Ink bottle sits securely on non-skid
rubber base. Gentlest touch on lever lifts stopper, brings pen filler into
position. No mess, no waste.
Pen filler maybe
rotated for most
convenient filling angle.
Lever may be clamped
down so bottle stays
open when you use dip pen.
IJjMMH«UJirH)tWM 'BjlTJ«l-lf«
@Ig^gg
Now at
art and
stationery
stores
HIGGinSm CO JNC.
Brooklyn, New York
riie basic art medium since 7880.
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NAVY PIER STAFF
(1959-1960)
U.I.C
The Navy Pier column this month will be devoted to
the introduction of the Pier staff. All returnees hove three
things in common; they are all nineteen, they are all in
engineering, and they all like to v^rite for TECH.
SHELDON ALTMAN is Navy Pier editor of TECHNO-
GRAPH. A graduate of Austin High school, he became
active in the school concert and marching band. While in
High school Shelly also played trumpet for a small com-
bo. At present he is a fifth semester mechanical engineer-
ing student. As a staff member he has been both circula-
tion and business manager. His contributions to the mag-
azine were published quite frequently lost year.
ARVYDAS TAMULIS came to the Pier from St. Ignatius
High school. While there he deboted with the high school
team. This experience has added to his creative skill as
a writer; Arvy is also active in the Lituanica Club. He is a
third semester engineering physics major.
MIKE MURPHY, is a graduate of St. Rita H. S. He is a
third semester civil engineering student and is active in
the ASCE. Mike contributed some fine material to the
magazine last semester, including a competent report on
Chicago's new exhibition center and the controversial
filtration plant.
EILLEEN MARKHAM has come to us from Alverina
H. S. A varsity debater, with high school experience in
the same, she is the president of the UIC chapter of Pi
Kappa Delta. Last years Navy Pier editorial was her work.
Among her other interests are scouting (she's a Mariner
leader), swimming (she's an instructor) and classical
music (strictly a listener). Added note: Eillen is a third
semester electrical engineering student.
IRVIN TUCKMAN, a third semester EE, has added his
artistic talents to our group. While at Von Steuben H. S.,
Irv, won a Museum of Science and Industry contest for
his design of a wind tunnel based on the Venturi Effect.
His big writing assignment for TECH was co-editing the
St. Lawrence Seaway report.
The Techtiograph stafli wishes to correct a mistake in
the May 1959 Navy Pier issue.
All article, "Central District Filtration Plant," was run
minus the name of one co-author, Arnold Feinberg. We also
wish to credit Mr. Feinberg with the photographs accom-
panxini; the article.
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Used But Not Gone
Use Professional/''^
by Olga Ercegovac
What happens to all that water that
runs down the drain while you're wait-
ing for it to get cold enough for that
comparatively small drink? It runs
down that drain into a sewer and mixes
with wastes from other homes and in-
dustry. You probably don't feel very
extravagant luiless you live in a com-
munity threatened by a water shortage.
It you have Ii\ed in California, you are
probahi\ more aware of such a situa-
tion. California is having trouble be-
cause of its rapid decline in ground
water and the intriisian of sea water.
No one enjoys living in a community,
where he cannot feel at ease taking an
extra shower on a muggy day or water-
ing his parched lawn. Over conserva-
tion can be a trying thing. Why not
re-use some of that precious water?
This question has been asked before,
but even the American heritage of ex-
travagance has been overworked. One
California town sends a 2000 ton train
of water (which we just spent a good
deal of mone\ on in the way of treat-
ment ) to transport only one ton of or-
ganic solids. And what's more—we
throw away the train at the end of only
one trip. In most common cases of well-
treated sewage, one good burro could
carry all that is required of a half a
million gallons of water. The usual
type of water provision plans take much
time to get in operation. This is not
the case with water and sewage recla-
mation.
Fii>r of all, what is sewage reclama-
tion .•' There is no standardized defini-
tion, but it is usually considered as a
purposeful upgrading of the quality of
sewage. It is done with the intent of
making it useable by agricultm'e, indus-
try, or the public. Sewage reclamation
ma\' also be the actual utilization of
sewage effluent which has luidergone
suitable treatment for some other reason.
The term does not apply to treatment
of sewage for the mere purpo.se of dis-
posal. Nor does it apply to incidental
reclamation achieved by dilution of
sewage discharge into water coinses for
the purpose of disposal even though the
water from the stream may be of su't-
able quality for beneficial use. Lsually
sewage receives minimum treatment
iust so it can be legally thrown away.
This minimum is dictated by advancing
standards of a growing population based
on public health, aesthetics, and the
rights of other water users.
Sewage reclamation has been in prac-
tice since 1930; but even in sections of
the country where the water shortage
is acute, sewage is disposed of with no
reclamation. We have been slow to re-
use waste water because of delays in
technical, engineering, economic, psy-
chological, and legal departments. Re-
sides these, engineers and public officials
tend to think of the collection, trans-
portation, treatment, and distribufon
of water as one complete package; while
the recollection, transportation, and re-
treatment of the same water is consid-
ered an unrelated job of scavenging.
In 19,?(), Goudey demonstrated that
highly treated sewage could be safeh'
applied to ground water by surface
spreading. In 1949 Arnold, Hedger, and
Rawn found ground water recharged
with treated sewage to be both techni-
cally and economically feasible. A gen-
eral lack of interest in sewage reclama-
tion delaved further scientific investiga-
tion. Until quite recently, it was be-
lieved that direct recharge of ground
water was impractical because of clog-
ging due to suspended matter in sewage
effluents, and it was feared that patho-
genic bacteria might travel long dis-
tances with moving ground water.
Even industry did not consider recla-
mation very seriously. Transporting the
water back to potential users incurred
large expense. Few cities were willing
to tear up paved streets to lav tu-w net-
works of pipe. \ot onlv is it alreadv
crowiled, but it is difficult to keep two
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separate water systems in one plant,
l-'iirther inhibitions were due to the un-
known economics of the situation. It is
easier to mine out the e\istinj; ground
waters than it is to reclaim sewage.
Not too man\ people think of the long-
term consequences to the natural re-
sources. This all brought up the concept
of water rights. Who would own the
water that was recharged at public ex-
pense? What restriction could be placed
on its withdrawal from an already over-
pumped ground water basin? There was
little inteiest in soKing the problems
that were connected with the whole con-
cept. People want to go along for as
long as they can get away with it.
It is too bad about the general lack
of interest in sewage reclamation. Water
supplied by reclaimed sewage could have
well used more research. If present
standards of nutrition are maintained,
six million acres of newh' irrigated crop
land must be brought into full produc-
tion b\ 1975. This land will lie in seven-
teen western states and need near three
acre-feet of water per acre. This means
we will need eighteen million acre-feet
of water per year to make it useable,
(joing by a present census, we find that
the total sewage How is about three mil-
lion acre-feet or one-sixth of the de-
m;md if the entire sewage How can be
reclaimed. Sewage reclamation is not
sufficient to meet the irrigation demands.
COMPARISON OF FRESH AND RECLAIMED WATER COSTS
/ortition
teen years the Bethlehem Steel Com-
pany has heen using the sewage efflu-
ent of Baltimore for cooling blast fur-
naces, open hearths, rolls in rolling
mills, wire drawing machines, quench-
in'z and granulating blast furnace slag
and cleaning gases. This has been done
at great savings to both the cit\' and
the company. Savings are common with
the use of reclaimed water as can be
shown by the attached table. Even
when .sewage is treated to meet public
health standards, it can still compete
with fresh water in cost. Most of the
investigation of use of sewage effluent in
the United States has been done b\
studies sponsored by the California
State Water Pollution Control Board.
The Board has fomul that the treated
sewa';re can be applied to soil at the
rate of one-half acre-foot per acre per
da\' and that intestinal bacteria are re-
moved from the liquid within the first
four feet of travel through the soil.
T^rom another stud\' sponsored b'- the
Board, a practical method of recharg-
in": well oneration by direct iniection
uito ground water wa.s developed. The
public health safety of this procedure
was also demonstrated. Bacterial travel
with moving groimd water did not ex-
ceed one hundred feet even though the
settled sewage introduced carried away
very high concentrations of organisms.
The Board has confirmed the use of
sewage effluent for irrigation in agricul-
ture and for cooling water in industry.
The field of irrigation has been great-
ly influenced by the use of sewage efflu-
ent. When the practice was first begun,
the economy of installation and opera-
tion usually resulted in too much sew-
age on too little land. Results were un-
favorable and much of the practice was
stopped. Much of the trouble was due
to the fact that disposal was the pri-
mary object and the raising of crops
and replenishment of ground water were
secondary. New methods of using sew-
age effluent for irrigation emphasize con-
servation and agricultural utilization.
This practice returns to the land as
much as possible of the organic and
fertilizing elements that have been with-
drawn from the soil by harvesting food-
stuffs. This results in superior growth
of crops. The new technique uses a lo\v
rate of application o\er large areas of
land integrated with planning of agri-
cultural crops and requires proper main-
tenance and operation of all irrigation
and agricultural devices.
When using sewage effluent for irri-
gation, some type of pretreatmcnt is
necessary even if it is just plain sedi-
mentation. This removes coarse solids
by thirty minute detention. Pretreatment
advantages are: less wear on pumps, re-
duced sludge deposits in ditches and
pressure .sewers, prevention of poisonous
product formation, no clogging of soil,
and opportunity to rest the soil if out-
let to a stream is feasible. With primary
treatment on fertilizing value of the
sewage effluent is lost as is the case with
secondar>' treatment.
The irrigation methods used should
be adapted to local farming practices,
nature of .soil, climatic conditions, to-
pography, and the types of crops raised.
The types of irrigation that can be used
are spray, broad surface, ridge and fur-
row, flood, and subsurface. Drainage
must be carefully watched at all t'mes
and the whole s>stem of irrigation must
be carefully planned.
At the present time irrigation with
sewage effluents is carried on in two
places in Arizona, seventeen in Cali-
fornia, one in Nevada, four in New
Mexico, and four in Texas. Industries
using sewage effluents number seven in
in Arizona, four in California, two in
New Mexico, four in Texas, and one
in Utah.
In the future it is predicted that rec-
lamation plants will not be connected
with treatment plants, and water recla-
mation will be carried on in its own
right. At the present time there is only
one plant that has been specifically de-
signed for water reclamation alone.
When ground waters are exhausted and
people have to pay for transportation of
water, the economic barrier to reclama-
tion will be broken. There are only
three sources of water suitable for
ground water replenishment ; runoff
water, imported water, and reclaimed
water. The technical and economic
feasibility of water reclamation are send-
ing our water back for re-usage.
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Bubble Mining
.\ Chicago compaii) has patent appli-
cations in the U.S. and 31 other coun-
tries on a low-cost, "soap and bubble"
method of recovering metals from sea
water. Developed by a South African
university professor, the method uses se-
lected soaps to chase minerals to the
smface when bubbles are blown through
the water. The professor estimates it
should be possible to get 600 tons of
aluminum, two tons of uranium or 240
ounces of gold daily from the sea.
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INVISIBLE POWER
by Gerald Wheeler
SooiHT or later, every yoimi; eiitri-
iieeriiij: student is faced with the solu-
tion of prohlems involving; power. We
learn early in our freshman year that
|i(i\ver is liefined as "the rate of doing
work." W^ork, in turn, is defined as
"the product of a force acting through
a distance in the direction of that force."
.After mastering these fundamentals, we
proceed to soKe innumerahle prohlems
without ever considering the source of
power invohed. W'e know that gaso-
line is used in our cars, coal or oil is
used to heat our homes, and gasoline
keeps our rooms well lit. But there is
a new source of power rapidly becom-
ing the most popular of all. That
source—natiu^al gas.
The statement "new s o u r c e of
|iower" must he ipialified. It is new
only in the sense that it has not been
used commercially to any extent in the
past. Actually, it is millions of years
old. The ancient people referred to the
constantly burning fires that escaped
fro-n earth fissures as "wild spirits" or
holy altar fires." As late as 1934, nat-
ural gas was regarded as a ninsance by
m,un oil men. Why has this source of
energy suddenly become so popular in
the modern home and industry?
Without knowing anything of natur-
al gas, one might intuitively answer
"economics." This is the primary rea-
son. Although the gas has long been
a\ailable, there has been no way of
transporting it to the home or industry.
If there were some way, the consumer
would probably be willing to pay a
little more for it considering that he
would have no soot or waste products.
But how? The answer was by pipeline.
But of what shall the pipe be made?
And how shall we lay the pipe across
rivers, up mountains, and through
swamps? Here was another case of the
natural resources going to waste while
luan's industrial might grew strong
enough to solve the many problems.
The first effort made to use natural
gas publicly was in 1824, in Fredonia,
New York. Hollowed out logs carried
the gas from a 27 foot ell to two
stores. This was all right for local use
but hollowed out logs would certainly
not be very practical as a piping sys-
tem from Texas to New York. It was
not until the 1920's that the steel in-
dustry had advanced to the point wlierc
thin walled pipes could be produced
economically. Since pressure in the
pipes often exceeded 700psi, great ten-
sile strength was required. Meticulous
research and development was carried
out to the extent that present day fin-
ished pipe properties include an ulti-
mate strength of 72,000 psi, yield point
of 52,000 psi, and elongation of 22%
in 2 inches. Once the pipes were made
available, underground pipelines spread
across the country from New Mexico
to Vancouver and from Texas to New
York. At the present time, natural gas
pipeline mileage exceeds that of the rail-
roads.
The size of the larger pipes is phe-
nomenal. In fact, everything in the nat-
ural gas industry seems to be done on
a grandiose scale. The "Big Inch" and
"Little Big Inch" pipes running from
Texas to the eastern seaboard are 24
and 20 inches in diameter, respectively.
Pacific Gas and Electric Company's
"Super Inch" from New Mexico to
California is 34 inches in diameter. The
"Big Buck" trencher, used to scoop out
the bed for the Super Inch weighs 31
tons. Digging a ditch 44 inches wide
and 53/ feet deep, it can provide a
mile-long trench in one day.
Once the production of suitable pip-
ing was a reality, the problems facing
the large gas companies were of a tacti-
cal nature. Specifically, how to go over
the mountains and across the rivers?
The pipeline could not be laid around
the bottom of the mountain because of
the possibilit\ of landslide damage. By
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laying the pipes straight up to the top
and then down the opposite side, the
moving earth rides along the side of
the pipe. This mountain work entails
step by step sweat labor. Distances
traveled in these areas are measured in
feet per hour.
Risers are spanned according to their
tLirbulence. If tiie river contains man\'
rapids, shifting beds, and seasonal
changes, chances are that the company
will make arrangements to attach their
lijie to a railway or highway bridge.
If none are available, they ma\- build
a suspension cable of their own. Most
of the lines, however, are sunk beneath
the rivers, in this case, they are usually
weighted down b\- large concrete sec-
tions.
By 1929, pipelines had been laid from
the Texas Panhandle to Chicago, De-
troit, IVIinneapolis, and Denver. But
then the depression halted the building
of more pipelines, for the cost of oil
and coal fell so low that natural gas
could not compete. During World War
II, the price of gas and oil rose while
natural gas regained its competitive posi-
tion. Both private individuals and large
industrial firms found that natural gas
as a heating fuel provides ease of con-
trol and fuel uniformity. It was shortly
after the war that the tremendous boom
in the gas industry began. By 193.?,
over .315,000 miles of natural gas pipe-
lines existed in the country.
Accompanying the rapid rise in pop-
ularity was another problem. House
heating during the winter created ex-
ceptionally high peaks in the use of gas.
Companies in the Chicago area were
.sometimes using 15 times as much gas
on a cold day as on a warm one. It
seems that the only thing consistent
about the weather is its inconsistency.
Temperatures may range above normal
during the cold months of one year only
to average below normal the following
year. The gas that is supplied to the
domestic users is on tap from the south-
ern oil fields. Since the velocity of How
through the pipes was only about 15
mph, a sudden cold snap could easily
result in the demand for gas exceeding
the supply. How then could the com-
panies insure their users that they would
not be caught .short during the winter
months? Perhaps larger pipes could be
built that would supply a large metro-
politan area through the bitter cold
months.
A little thought will show that larger
and more extensive pipes were not the
answer. If the natural gas supply trans-
ported here by pipeline for the Chicago
region were used primarily to serve
house heating consumers in the winter
months, the pipelines would, for the
most part, lie idle in the summer and
wovdd be only partly used during the
major portion of the year. At the pres-
ent time, the situation is such that the
unused gas of the summer season (that
is, unused for domestic heating) is sold
to industrial customers on a low-price
interruptible or off-peak basis. In return
for the lower gas rates, the industrial
customer is subject to shutoff during
periods of cold weather because domes-
tic customers have a priority on the use
of all the gas available. This settles the
problem of summer use but might still
result in an insufficient supply during
the winter. Could we possibly store up
the gas for emergency use? Various at-
tempts were made to store the gas in
cylindrical man-made tanks but the
above-ground holders were found to be
impractical from the standpoint of both
capacity and cost. The problem was
finally solved by storing up huge quan-
tities of gas in worn-out oil and gas
fields. Where the capacity of the largest
above-ground storage tank is about 1
5
million cubic feet, the average capacity
of 151 underground storage pools at
the end of 1952 was more than 572
times as large.
The Chicago area, which is one of
the world's largest natural gas con-
sumers, unfortunately has no depleted
oil fields nearby. For this reason it was
necessary to undertake the "Her.scher
Dome" project. Geologists di.scovered
that a large geologic trap (anti-syn-
cline) in the region of Herscher, Illi-
nois, contained a thick sandstone forma-
tion which was well adapted for the
storage of great volumes of gas. It un-
derlies approximately 15,000 acres, or
nearly 24 square miles. In comparison to
the 16 gas holders of the Peoples (Jas
Light and Coke Company now in opera-
tion in Chicago, which have a total
capacity of 106 million cubic feet, the
Herscher Dome has a 90 billion feet
capacity.
The problems now facing the gas in-
dustry are small indeed in comparison
with those of the past. Every day more
and more people are switching to gas
for heating, cooking, refrigeration, and
air conditioning. Although a prodigous
amount of natural gas has been wasted
in the past, the consumer need not
worry about the supply being depleted
in the near future. Proved reserves are
three times as great as they were 12
years ago and 10 times greater than
they were 30 years ago. Today's re-
serves are over 185 trillion cubic feet.
Even today, more gas is being discov-
ered than is being used.
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The care and feeding of a
54
It takes more than pressing a button to send a giant rocl<et on its way.
Actually, almost as many man-hours go into the design and construction
of the support equipment as into the missile itself. A leading factor in the
reliability of Douglas missile systems is the company's practice of including
all the necessary ground handling units, plus detailed procedures for system
utilization and crew training. This com p lete job allows Douglas missiles like
THOR, Nike HERCULES, Nike AJAX and others to move quickly from test
to operational status and perform with outstanding dependability. Douglas
IS seeking qualified engineers and scientists for the design of missiles,
space systems and their supporting equipment. Write to C. C. LaVene,
Box 600-M, Douglas Aircraft Company, Santa Monica, California.
Alfred J. Carah, Chief Design Engineer, discusses the ground installation
requirements for a series of THOR-boosted space HA I I /^ I A Q
probes with Donald W. Douglas, Jr., President of l/UUULMO
I GROUND-HANDLING EQUIPMENT
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Metal quiz... you might have to take one
like it again when you design equipment.
Try your hand at it now. But remember to
take advantage of the help INCO can give
you when really tough metal quizzes come
your way in your future engineering jobs.
D Refinery valve
—
Needed: resist-
ance to attack from petroleum
products, thermal and hydrau-
lic shock. Which alloy ... f
Turbojet afterburner shell — I I Recovery tov^er— Needed: re-
Needed : strength plus corro- I I sjstance to hot coke oven gases
sion resistance at high temper- I I and aromatic chemicals, long
atures. Which alloy... f '
' service life. Which alloy... O
See if you can tell which of these
nickel-containingalloysproved tobe
the answer to these problems. Put
the right number in the right box.
[T] Ductile Ni-Resist-
ryi Nimonic "75"* nickel-
L^ chromium alloy
Ul Nickel-aluminum bronze
[Tj Ductile iron
[5] Monel* nickel-copper alloy
pi-| Inconel* nickel-chromium
L"J alloy
Pj- Type 316 chromium-nickel
llJ stainless steel
See answers below
KJ
1959 — lOUth Anniversary of tin- Oil Industry. .. 7()ih Anniversary of Standard Oil Company
whale oil lamps
to space rockets
How the oil industry helped the United States to become the world's most productive nation!
^A*f^'
lBS^S9 Colonel Drake discovers
oil—and the decline of ihe great whaling
industry is in sight as thousands of lamp
users turn from whale oil to kerosene.
rjw^^:"
The automobile is in its
infancy—weak and unpromising. Standard
Oil Company is born on June 18, 1889. The
following year the company's first research
laboratory is opened at Whiting, Indiana.
903 Two bicycle mechanics
named Wright fly an odd-looking machine
at Kitty Hawk. Almost 33,000 autos are
on the road, but the horse is still supreme.
Standard Oil is building a new refinery at
Sugar Creek, Mis
1^91 Almost 640.000 motor vehi-
cles are on the road. Dr. William M. Bur-
ton and Dr. Robert E. Humphreys, famous
Standard Oil scientists, discover the secret
of mass producing gasoline economically.
The company becomes independent of all
other Standard Oil companies.
J ^9ii2^S The automobile is here to
stay. More than 15 million motor veliicles
are on the highways. Standard is the first
major oil company to sell gasoline con-
taining tetraethyl lead, anti-knock agent.
5^"»^^ The greatest demand in
history for aviation fuel is near. Standard
Oil puts into operation the world's first
catalytic reformer, which produces higher
octane gasoline than was [>ossible before.
%9^9^7 The Space Age is dawn-
ing. New fuels and lubricants for rockets
and jets come from Standard Od labora-
tories to help make space exploration
possible and to strengthen America's
defenses. Standard Oil marks its 70th
anniversEury.
Here are some Important developments
by Standard Oil, a leader and a pioneer
in petroleum research.
• How to mass produce gasoline econom-
ically. This opened the way to modern
automotive transportation.
• How to recover more oil from almost-
dry wells. This added billions of bar-
rels to America's oil reserves.
• How to eliminate gasoline gumming.
This meant lower repair bills for car
ntly.How to dewax motor oils effii
This meant better car perfo
and fewer trips to the repairn
ard
o make clean burning solid fuels
ckets. This was a big step for-
in America's missile program.
These, and many other Standard Oil de-
velopments, have played an important part
in man's progress from the horse-and- buggy
age to the Space Age.
(standard
)
STANDARD OIL COiMPANY THE SIGN OF PROGRESS .THROUGH RESEARCH
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BRAIN TEASERS
Edited by Steve Dilts
A certain tarnu'r rt-ceixeil an order
for foil'- crates (A, H, C, and D) of
eggs. The order stated tfiat the iiumher
of es'i's in an\ two crates was to he a
iH'rfect square, and the number in whole
four crat's must also be a perfect square.
Now the farmer's problem is: What
is the smallest number of e"'gs that can
h'' put in the crates to fulfill these con-
ditions— a different number bein;z in
each crate.
't's not e\actl\' the time of year for
fishing, but here is a fish story.
A ]v:m caught a shark and when
hoastiii'i about it, he would only sav
that the head was 14 ft. long, the tail
was as long as the head and one-quar-
ter of the back while the back was as
long as the head and twice the tail.
Find the length of the fish.
If you are thinking ahead of spring
\acation and are planning to take a trip,
this teaser should provide some usefvd
figuring.
A car makes three trips all of equal
length. The speed in miles per hour of
the second trip was three times the
speed of the first trip, and the speed of
tile third trip was double that of the
secon<l tri|i. If the average speed of all
tri|is was ,!() m.p.h., find the speed of
each trip.
A man, who had three sons passed
away. In his will he directed that his
total cash should be divided among
them, except for a gift to the local hos-
pital. He had a mathematical turn of
mind, and after the will was made, he
had worked the matter out and found
that if he made the hospital gift to his
eldest son, he woidd then have as much
as the other two sons. But if he had
given it to the second son, he would
then have twice as much as the other
two, while if he had given it to the
youngest son, he would have three times
as much as the other two. Now, if the
man left a total of $1800, can you cal-
culate how much each son and the hos-
pital received as their share?
Three sadors come upon a pile ot
cojonuts. The first sailor takes half of
them plus half a coconut. The .second
sailor trakes half of what is lift plus
half a coconut. The third sailor also
takes half of what remains plus half
coconut. Left over is exactly one coco-
nut which they toss to the monkey. How
many coconuts were there in the origi-
nal pile? If you will arm yourself with
20 matches, you will have ample ma-
terial for a trial-and-error solution.
BULLETIN
L'. of I. scientists announced, dead-
line night, that preparations had been
completed for launching a satellite into
orbit. The Teihnograph was to be in
on the project, they said, but the\ re-
fused to release any further details.
A brain-tea.ser that calls for deduc-
tive reasoning with little or no numeri-
cal calculation is usually labeled a logic
problem. Of course such problems are
mathematical in the sense that logic
mav be regarded as very general, basic
mathematics; ne\ertheless it is con\eni-
ent to distinguish logic brain-teasers
from their more muiierous numerical
cousins.
The most frequently encountered type
is sometimes called by puzzlists a
"Smith-Jones-Robinson" problem after
an early brain-teaser devised by the Eng-
lish puzzle expert Henry Dudeney. It
consists of a series of premises, usual-
ly about individuals, from which one
is asked to make certain deductions. A
recent American version of Dudeiiey's
problem goes like this:
1. Smith, Jones and Robinson are
the engineer, brakeman and fireman on
a train, but not necessarily in that or-
der. Riding the train are three passen-
gers with the same three surnames, to
be identified in the following premises
by a "Mr." before their names.
2. Mr. Robinson li\es in Los .'An-
geles.
,1. The brakeman lives in ( )maha.
4. Mr. Jones long ago forgot all the
algebra he learned in high school.
r The passenger whose name is the
same as the brakeman's lives in Chi-
cago.
6. The brakeman and one of the pas-
sengers, a distinguished mathematical
physicist, attend the same church.
7. Smith beat the fireman at billiards.
Who is the engineer?
For readers who care to try their
luck on a more difficult Smith-Jones-
Robmson problem, here is a new one
de\ ised b\ Ra\inond Smullyan, no«-
wo-king for his doctorate in mathe-
n^at'cs at Princeton University.
1. To celebrate the Armistice of th-
First World War, three carried couples
had dinner together. The following facts
relate only to these six, and only their
first and last names are involved.
2. Each husband is the brother of one
of the wives; that is, there are three
brother-sister pairs in the group.
,?. Helen is exactly 26 weeks older
than her husband, who was horn in
August.
4. Mr. White's sister is married to
Helen's brother's brother-in-law. She
(Mr. White's sister) married him on
her birthday, which is in January.
3. Marguerite White is not as tall as
William Black.
6. Arthur's sister is prettier than
Beatrice.
7. John is 50 \ears old.
What is .Mrs. Brown's first name?
* ^ «
Three men—A, B and C—are aware
that all three of them are "perfect lo-
gicians" who can instantly deduce all
the consequences of a given set of prem-
ises. There are four red and four green
stamps available. The men are blind-
folded and two stamps are pasted on
each man's forehead. The blindfolds
are removed. A, B and C are asked
in turn: "Do you know the colors of
your stamps?" Each says: "No." The
question is then asked of A once more.
He again says: "No." B is now asked
the question, and replies: "Yes." What
are the colors of B's stamps?
ff a »
I he answers will appear next month
ten- these teasers.
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RCA Electronics introduces the tube of tomorrow
Called the Nuvistor, this thimble-size electron tube
is likely to start a revolution in electronics. RCA
engineers scrapped old ideas—took a fresh look at
tube design. The result will be tubes that are far
smaller, perform more efficiently, use less power,
can take more punishment, are more rehable. De-
velopmental models now being tried out by de-
signers will have a profound effect on the size,
appearance, and performance of electronic equip-
ment for entertainment, communications, defense,
and industrv in the future. It is another example of
the way RCA is constantly ad\'ancing in electronics.
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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STANDARDIZATION
"The American economy could save
at least $4 billion a year if all those
who neglect standardization would now
get wise to it," a group of engineers at
a dinner observing National Engineers
Week were told.
The speaker was Cyril Ainsworth,
I )cputy Managing Director, American
Standards Association.
"l^nless you are thinking in terms of
the national budget, this seems like an
awful lot of money going down the
.Iraiii," he continued. "As our indus-
trial economy moves into the space age,
hccoming larger and more complex, the
waste is likely to increase, if we don't
make some radical changes in our stand-
ardization procedures."
The knives, forks and spoons of our
table cutlery are similar in size and
^liape to their counterparts all over the
\M)rld. Their standards evolved through
a slow process of elimination until the
most acceptable shapes and sizes
('merged. Practically all other tools
tliroughout man's pre-industrial history
wire standardized by this same process
of e\olution, custom and preference.
Ibis evolutionary process of stand-
aiclization proved much too slow after
tin- industrial revolution got into full
^wing. It took almost 200 years to de-
\('lop and agree upon a workable sare-
ty code for steam boilers. Before it be-
came available, boiler explosions were
one of the most serious causes of loss of
life and damage to property.
"In our budding space age, the nu-
clear reactor is comparable to the steam
engine in the early industrial revolu-
tion. It's obvious that we can't wait
almost 200 years for workable safety
standards for nuclear reactors. Of
course, individual nuclear reactors to-
day are constructed with all possible
safety features, but what is really need-
ed are generally applicable safety
standards for all nuclear reactors," Mr.
Ainsworth pointed out.
Unfortunately, American industry
does not understand and subscribe as
thoroughly as it should to the idea of
standardization, said Mr. Ainsworth.
It is best understood on the engineer-
ing le\el and in the purchasing office.
However, the money needed to carry
on standards work has to be authorized
by management, treasurers, or in many
cases, by contribution committees. Since
these executives often are uninformed
about the \alue of standardization and
ha\c other problems foremost on their
minds, the>- often fail to understand the
connection between long-range stand-
ards and future benefits.
"Let me give you an example," said
Mr. Ainsworth. "The nuclear standards
program initiated under ASA proced-
ures costs about $25,000 a year to ad-
minister. This is small change com-
pared to the multi-million dollar invest-
ments needed to develop nuclear power.
Yet it is difficult, or almost impossible,
to collect this amount fully! This in
spite of the fact that the leading tech-
nical experts of every industry with an
interest in this program are represented
on the working committees. Financial
support of ASA is too often handled
as a contribution, much as a donation
to the community chest. Such support
is a sound business expense from which
untold benefits are obtained."
The solution, said IVIr. Ainsworth, is
in education. Once basic research was
viewed with suspicion. Today enlight-
ened management knows its value.
Standardization has not yet reached
this stage of acceptance. Management is
still reluctant to pay for standards
projects that have no apparent direct
relation to current production. Yet
there is enough evidence that some of
the greatest money savings have come
from the long-range standards projects
affecting all industry. Industrial safety
standards are a case in point. They
have reduced a fantastic toll in human
li\es and financial cost in lost man-
power and production to an absolute
minimum.
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ENGINEERING GRADUATES—YOUR
STEPPING
NIUNtS
TO
SPACE
Your career, like a missile, must first get
off the ground. You need more than lust momen-
tum. Remember— the "DESTRUCT" button has
been pushed on many a missile because of poor
guidance. In selecting the position which best
suits your interests and abilities, seek competent
guidance from your Professors and Placement
Officers.
At McDonnell—young engineers have a
wide choice of interesting assignments covering
the entire spectrum of aero-space endeavor—
airplanes, helicopters, convertiplanes, missiles,
and spacecraft.
Learn more about our company and com-
munity by seeing our Engineering Representa-
tive when he visits your campus, or, if you pre-
fer, write a brief note to
:
Raymond F. Kaletta
Engineering Employment Supervisor
P.O. Box 516, St. Louis 66, Missouri
Seen here discussing a computer run of a control dynamics prob
lem are young Project Mercury staff members, Joseph J. Voda
MSAE, U. of Illinois, '58, on ttie left, and Lawrence D. Perlmutter
IVI.S. Instrumentation, U. of Mictiigan, '59.
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ys Mile Long
MERCK SHARP & DOHME
Plant
where dependability
of pipelines is a must,
control is entrusted
to JENKINS VALVES
World famous Merck Sharp & Dohme, division of Merck
& Co., Inc. not only knows pharmaceuticals and biologicals;
they know a lot about valves. They need to! Control of
pipelines must be unfailing.
That's why you'll find Jenkins Valves on all process pipelines
in this West Point, Pa. plant ... as well as on plumbing,
heating and air conditioning lines.
The Jenkins name is not new to Merck Sharp & Dohme.
They have been using Jenkins Valves extensively for the past
twenty years. The unusually large number of valves installed in
the company's seventeen domestic and foreign plants
represents a big investment. So you can be sure this
experienced valve buyer has found Jenkins Valves both
dependable and maintenance free.
Jenkins dependability can save money for any plant or
building. What's more, you can specify or install Jenkins Valves
at no extra cost. Jenkins Bros., 100 Park Avenue, New York 17.
So/d Through Leading Distributors Everywhere
Jenkins Valves on main steam lines serving the
Biological buildings
JENKINS
LOOK FOR IHE JENKINS DIAMOND
VALVE S •,A< r,.; l&7-0^
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To all the combined advantages of Synthane Laminated Plastics
. . . add one more big plus-MACHINABILITY
There are many reasons why plastic lami-
nates such as Synthane are well regarded.
They offer—in combination—resistance
to heat, wear, chemicals, oil, water; light
weight; excellent dielectric properties and
mechanical strength; dimensional stabil-
ity. On top of all these, however, is the
one property that makes Synthane
practical— Machinability.
This means that whatever your appli-
cation you may obtain parts of Synthane
in the form desired and at a reasonable
cost whether you require one or a million.
How Machinable is SyntKiane?
Synthane laminates are easy to machine,
using ordinary wood or metal working
machinery with only a few modifications
of method. .\s an example, here are some
standard machining operations readily
performed on Synthane:
Shearing Screw Machine
Band Sawing Operations
Circular Sawing Planing
Drilling
Tapping
Fly cutting
Milling
Gear cutting
Turning
Turret Lathe
Operations
Shaping
Punching
Broaching
Shaving
Sanding
Grinding
Boring
Tumbling
Butting
Practically all of those operations can be
handled on standard machines, many
with standard cutters. But the nature of
the material, being softer and more resil-
ient than metal, and being laminated and
a poor heal conductor, often makes the
Sawing long leuglbs. One of the numerous!
special tools whose advantages are available
n^hen Synthane fabricates the material.
use of cutters with special rake and clear-
ance, operating at special feeds and speeds,
desirable.
The successful machining of Synthane
laminates is aided by proper design of
parts for ease of machining. A Synthane
booklet: "Design Hints for Laminated
Plastics*" adequately covers design rec-
ommendations.
It pays to iet Synthane machine
laminated plastics for you
Although Synthane laminated plastics
are easy to machine, it will usually pay
you to have us handle the machining for
you— for these reasons:
1. All of our etjuipment is especially de-
signed or adapted for the fabrication of
plastics.
2. We are constantly developing new,
*Booklel available upon request.
faster, and more economical methods of
machining Synthane laminated.
3. We make all of our own tools, dies, fix-
tures and jigs, quickly and economically.
4. We relieve you of all production wor-
ries: machining errors, rejects, waste, mis-
takes in dimensions or tolerances, and
delays in delivery.
5. Because we combine manufacturing
and fabrication in one location, we can
maintain high quality control while solving
difficult machining problems. When nec-
essary, we can even modify the properties
of a given grade of material to meet
special requirements.
For further information, write Synthane
Corporation, 13 River Rd., Oaks, Penna.
Metal disintegration, a fast, economical way
Synthane itiies to produce or revise dies.
rswrfiANE]
^
—
w—
^
CORPORATION, l^^ OAKS, PENNA.
Laminated Plastics for Industry
Sheets. Rods, Tubes, Fabricated Parts
Molded-taminated. Molded -macerated
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How to get steel tubes to harness highest
steam pressures and temperatures
IN constructing Philadelphia Electric Company's revolu-
tionary new Eddystone power plant, engineers had to
harness the highest combination of pressure and steam
ever achieved in a central station with 5,000 psi at 1,200° F.
This called for superheater tubes (see diagram above) of a
special stronger steel never before used in steam power
plants. No one had ever succeeded in piercing this tougher
steel to make seamless steel tubing.
The problem was given to Timken Company metal-
lurgists, experts at piercing steels for 40 years. And they
turned the trick. They made the steel for the platen and
finishing super-heaters with the alloying elements in just
the right balance for perfect piercing quality. Thev pierced
20 miles of tubes free from both surface and internal flaws.
Timken Company metallurgists and Timken steels have
solved all kinds of tough steel problems. They can help
you on problems you may face in industry.
And if you're interested in a career with the leader in
specialty steels . . . with the world's largest maker of
tapered roller bearings and removable rock bits . . . send
for free booklet, "Better-ness and Your Career at the
Timken Company". Write Manager of College Relations,
The Timken Roller Bearing Company, Canton 6, Ohio.
Creep-Stress Rupture Laboratory in our new Steel Research
Center. Here we test the resistance of steels to deformation at
temperatures as high as 1800° F.
TIMKEN STEEL
SPECIALISTS IN FINE ALLOY STEELS, GRAPHITIC TOOL STEELS AND SEAMLESS STEEL TUBING
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Begged, Borrowed, and .
Edited by Jack Fortner
(uiiiloil Missile . Das Sieiuitiker Gt'schteiuverkes
Fiicnkrakkfr.
Rin'kfr l"ii>;iiu" Fireiischpittcr niir Sniokenurul
Schiiorti'n.
Liquiii Rocket Das Skwirti-n juct-nkiiui Kireii-
schpitter.
(luiilaiu-c- System Das Schteerenwerke.
C'elistial Ciuiiiance Das Schruballische Schtargaz-
en Peepenglasser niit Koinp-
iiterattacheii Schteereinverke.
I're-Set Ciiiidance Das Seiuleii Offen mit ein Pat-
tenbacker und Finger Gekres-
sen Schteereinverke.
Control System Das I'ulleii-imcl-Schoven
Werke.
Warhead Das Laudenhoomer.
Nuclear Warhead Das Eargeschplitten Lauden-
hoomer.
H\(lrogen Device Das Eargeschplitten Lauden-
hoomer mit ein Grosse Holen-
graiind und Alles Kaput.
.NLinagement Das L Itzerenhalden Groupe.
Engineering Das Aufguefen Grupe.
Project Engineer Das Scluvettennoiidter.
W'indtunnel Das Huffenpuffen (irupe.
Computing Das Schlidenruler Grupe.
Structural Test Das Pullenparten Grupe.
Security Das Schnoopen Hunche.
Contract Administrator Das Tablegepaunder (jrupe
I'lanniiig Das Schemen (irupe
Nuclear Research Das Whizkidden Grupe
Facilities Das Daskgescho\en Hunche.
Support Equipment Das Garterhelten Grupe.
Engineer on telephone: "Doctor, come quick! My little
hoy just .swallowed my slide rule."
Doctor: "Good heavens man Ell he right over. What
are you doing in the meantime?"
Engineer: "L'sing log tables."
Hoarder: It's disgraceful, madam. E
were fighting in my bedroom last night.
^Lldam: What do vou e.xpect tor is2
fights?
sure two rats
lonth? Hull
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EE: "What are \ou doing with that on your s\x-eater?
Don't you know that \ou're not supposed to wear it unless
vou've made the team?"
She: "Well!!!"
I he psychiatrist was testing the intelligence of a hope-
candidate for discharge from the asylum.
Doc: "What would happen if 1 cut off your ear?"
Joe: "I couldn't hear.
"
Doc: "And if I cut off the other ear?"
Joe: "I couldn't see."
Doc: "Why?"
Toe: "Hecause mv hat would fall over m\ eves."
Sorority Girl: "We're going to give the bride a shower.
"
Erat man: "Swell! Count me in. Ell bring the soap."
A bathing sin't—like a barbed wire fence—is designed
to protect the propertv' without obstructing the view.
Said the rooster as he put the ostrich egg in front of the
hen: "I'm not complaining, hut I just want you to see the
kind of work they do in some places."
"Hey, Dad, I'm home from school again."
"What the devil did you do this time?"
"I graduated."
"Professor," said the engineer in search of knowledge,
"will you try to explain to me the theory of limits?"
"Well, John, assume that you have called on a pretty
woman. You are seated at one end of the divan and she is
seated at the other. You move halfway toward her. Then you
move half of the remaining distance toward her. Again you
reduce the distance separating you from her by 50 per cent.
Continue this for some time. Theoretically, you will never
reach the girl. On the other hand, you will soon get close
enough to her for practical purposes."
Now go hack and read the rest of the magazine!
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Rippers really rough it —
So radiography checks their stamina
Ripper shank being radiographed with cobalt 60 projector
RIPPER SHANKS and clevises at the business end of
a high-powered tractor lead a torturous life as
they tear through overburden and rock.
No place here for a flaw to ruin performance ! So
Claterpillar makes sure of their stamina— has them
radiographed at the foundry that casts them. This
is the place for any imperfection to be shown up.
For here Radiography can do two things. It can
make sure that only sound castings go out. It can
point the way to improving casting technique so
that a consistently better yield can be had.
Radiography is but one branch of photography
that is working day in—day out for the engineer. It
is saving time and cutting costs in research and
development, in production, in sales and in office
routine. You will find that in whatever field you
choose, photography will be ready to serve you too.
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y.
CAREERS WITH KODAK
.\s Radiography becomes more important
in the business and industry of tomorrow,
there are excellent opportunities for sci-
entists who want to grow in this field. If
\ou have a doctoral degree in physics and
a desire to follow radiography as a carcei
,
write for information about careers with
Kodak. Address: Business and Technical
Personnel Department, Eastman Kodak
Coinpany, Rochester 4, New York.
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1M^ One of a series
^ Interview with General Electric's
""^ Charles F. Savage
Consultant— Engineering Professional Relations
How Professional Societies
Help Develop Young Engineers
Q. Mr. Savage, should young engineers
join professional engineering socie-
ties?
A. By all means. Once engineers
have graduated from college
they are immediately "on the
outside looking in," so to speak,
of a new social circle to which
they must earn their right to be-
long. Joining a professional or
technical society represents a
good entree.
Q. How do these societies help young
engineers?
A. The members of these societies
—mature, knowledgeable men
—
have an obligation to instruct
those who follow after them.
Engineers and scientists—as pro-
fessional people—are custodians
of a specialized body or fund of
knowledge to which they have
three definite responsibilities.
The first is to generate new
knowledge and add to this total
fund. The second is to utilize
this fund of knowledge in service
to society. The third is to teach
this knowledge to others, includ-
ing young engineers.
Q. Specifically, what benefits accrue
from belonging to these groups?
A. There are many. For the young
engineer, affiliation serves the
practical purpose of exposing his
work to appraisal by other scien-
tists and engineers. Most impor-
tant, however, technical societies
enable young engineers to learn
of work crucial to their own.
These organizations are a prime
source of ideas— meeting col-
leagues and talking with them,
reading reports, attending meet-
ings and lectures. And, for the
young engineer, recognition of
his accomplishments by asso-
ciates and organizations gener-
ally heads the list of his aspira-
tions. He derives satisfaction
from knowing that he has been
identified in his field.
Q. What contribution is the young en-
gineer expected to make as an ac-
tive member of technical and pro-
fessional societies?
A. First of all, he should become
active in helping promote the
objectives of a society by prepar-
ing and presenting timely, well-
conceived technical papers. He
should also become active in
organizational administration.
This is self-development at work,
for such efforts can enhance the
personal stature and reputation
of the individual. And, I might
add that professional develop-
ment is a continuous process,
starting prior to entering col-
lege and progressing beyond
retirement. Professional aspira-
tions may change but learning
covers a person's entire life span.
And, of course, there are dues to
be paid. The amount is grad-
uated in terms of professional
stature gained and should al-
ways be considered as a personal
investment in his future.
Q. How do you go about joining pro-
fessional groups?
A. While still in school, join student
chapters of societies right on
campus. Once an engineer is out
working in industry, he should
contact local chapters of techni-
cal and professional societies, or
find out about them from fellow
engineers.
Q. Does General Electric encourage par-
ticipation in technical and profes-
sional societies?
A. It certainly does. General Elec-
tric progress is built upon cre-
ative ideas and innovations. The
Company goes to great lengths
to establish a climate and in-
centive to yield these results.
One way to get ideas is to en-
courage employees to join pro-
fessional societies. Why? Because
General Electric shares in recog-
nition accorded any of its indi-
vidual employees, as well as the
common pool of knowledge that
these engineers build up. It can't
help but profit by encouraging
such association, which sparks
and stimulates contributions.
Right now, sizeable numbers of
General Electric employees, at
all levels in the Company, belong
to engineering societies, hold re-
sponsible offices, serve on work-
ing committees and handle im-
portant assignments. Many are
recognized for their outstanding
contributions by honor and
medal awards.
These general observations em-
phasize that General Electric
does encourage participation. In
indication of the importance of
this view, the Company usually
defrays a portion of the expense
accrued by the men involved in
supporting the activities of these
various organizations. Remem-
ber, our goal is to see every man
advance to the full limit of his
capabilities. Encouraging him to
join Professional Societies is one
way to help him do so.
Mr. Savage has copies of the booklet
"Your First 5 Years" pubUshed by
the Engineers' Council for Profes-
sional Development which you may
have for the asking. Simply write to
Mt. C. F. Savage, Section 959-12,
General Electric Co., Schenectady
5, N. Y.
*LOOK FOR other interviews dis-
cussing: Salary • Why Companies
have Training Programs • How to
Get the Job You Want.
GENERAL AeLECTRIC
